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I. IDENTITY OF RESPONDENT 

Ketchikan Pulp Company (KPC) asks this Court to accept 

review of the decision designated in Part II. 

II. COURT OF APPEALS DECISION 

In an unpublished decision filed August 9, 2016, Division 

II of the Court of Appeals reversed the trial coUit's summary 

judgment dismissal of plaintiffs' negligence/personal injury action 

even though the plaintiffs failed to present any evidence that their 

claims fell within one of the enumerated exceptions to Alaska's 

Statute of Repose, the operable law of the case. 1 On August 29, 

2016, KPC filed a Motion for Reconsideration arguing that the 

Court of Appeals committed error by applying incorrect legal 

standards to their analysis? The Court of Appeals signed an Order 

Denying Review on September 1, 2016. The Co111t of Appeals did 

not send KPC counsel a copy of the order denying reconsideration. 

A copy was obtained when KPC counsel called the Court of 

Appeals on October 13, 2016 to inquire as to the status of its 

1 A copy of the Court of Appeals decision is attached as Appendix A. 
2 A copy of the Motion for Reconsideration is attached as Appendix B. 
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motion for reconsideration and was told an order had been signed 

denying reconsideration. KPC counsel requested and was 

provided a copy of the order via email the same day. 3 

Jil. ISSUES PRESENTED FOR REVIEW 

I. Did the trial cotni cmrectly determine that Alaska law 

governed the resolntion of Mr. Hoffman's claims when the actual 

facts considered by the trial court were not in dispute? 

2. Did the trial court correctly determine that the Alaska 

Statute of Repose barred Mr. Hoffinan's claims? 

3. Did the Court of Appeals err in holding that d1e trial 

court dismissed plaintiffs claims pursuant to CR 12(b)(6) contrary 

to the clear rules set forth under CR 12(b )? 

4. Did the Court of Appeals err in failing to apply a de 

novo review standard to the choice of law question? 

5. Did the Court of Appeals err when it insisted4 on 

applying a CR 12(b )(6) standard in contravention of United Food 

'Declaration ofMalika Johnson attached as Appendix C. A copy of the 
electronic transmission fi·orn Division II oftl1e Court of Appeals is attached as 
Exhibit D. 
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& Commercial Workers Local Union 44, 103 Wn.2d 800, 802, 699 

P.2d 217,218 (1985). 

IV. STATEMENTOFTHECASE 

The underlying case is a personal injury action filed by 

plaintiffs alleging that Larry Hoffman developed mesothelioma 

after he was exposed to asbestos fibers carried home by his father 

from the KPC mill when he was a child from 1954-19665
• Mr. 

Hoffman was later a mill employee and asserted claims against 

General Electric alleging asbestos exposure as an employee. 

Plaintiffs' claims against KPC based on his time as an employee 

were barred by the Alaska Workers Compensation Act. Dismissal 

of those claims as to KPC was not opposed by plaintiffs. 

Detendants initially brought a motion for application of 

Alaska Jaw. (VRP March 13, 2015). Mr. Hoffinan never worked 

in the State of Washington. There is no claim that Mr. Hoffinan 

4 Given its cm1 order on KPC's motion for reconsideration, the Cour1 of Appeals 
continues to insist that CR 12(b)(6) is d1e operative rule, despite tl>e fact that 
such a conclusion is both factually and legally incorrect. 
5 The asbestos was allegedly brought home fi·om the mill on his father Doyle's 
person and clothing. Mr. Hoffman makes a number of other exposure claims 
not relevant to KPC. 
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was ever exposed to asbestos, or any asbestos-containing products 

in the State of Washington. In fact, Mr. Hoffinan moved to 

Washington in 2012, four years after he retired from the trades. 

(CP 103). KPC was incorporated in the State of Washington in 

1947, prior to Alaskan Statehood. (CP 1367). Notwithstanding 

the fact that KPC was, by necessity, incorporated in the State of 

Washington, KPC was always domiciled and conducted all of its 

operations in Ketchikan, Alaska and the Tongass National Forest 

in Southeastern Alaska. Dave Kiffer, Boom Town, Ketchikan in 

the 1950s, SitNews, February 20, 2006 at 7.6 The purpose of the 

Mill was to bring economic infrastmcture to the region, promote 

the employment of local Alaskans, and to exploit the natural 

resources of the Tongass National Forest.7 

The trial court correctly ruled that Alaska law and, in 

particular, the Alaska Statute of Repose governed the resolution of 

6 Electronic version available at 
http://www .sitnews. us/kiffer/boomtown/021906 _ketchikan_ 50.html. 
7 "By the time the first bale of pulp left tl1e new Ketchikan Pulp mill on July I, 
1954, Ketchikan had been changed inevocably. A new economic engine had 
fired up and the era of year round jobs had fi.nally reached Alaska's First City ... 
that all began in the mid-1950's and lasted for more than 40 years." ld. 
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plaintiffs' claims. (VRP March 13, 2015). KPC then brought a 

12(b)(6) motion to dismiss Mr. Hoffman's claims based on the 

uncontroverted fact that his lawsuit was filed after the expiration of 

the time period provided for in the Alaska Statute of Repose. 

Plaintiffs opposed that motion by arguing that several exceptions 

to the Statute of Repose applied.8 

In response, the trial court continued the CR 12(b)(6) 

motion, permitted futiher briefing and, in ruling, considered 

matters outside the pleadings. (VRP March 24, 2015 at 72). 

Under established Washington precedent, the original CR 12(b)(6) 

motion was converted into a CR 56 summary judgment motion. 

[T)he following defenses may at the option of the 
pleader be made by motion: (6) failure to state a 
claim upon which relief can be granted . . . If, on 
motion asserting the defense munbered ( 6) to 
dismiss for failure of the pleading to state a claim 
upon which relief can be granted, matters outside 
the pleading are presented to and not excluded by 
the court, the motion shall be treated as one for 
summary judgment and disposed of as provided in 
rule 56, and all parties shall be given reasonable 

8 The Alaska Statute of Repose excepts from its application claims based on 
inter alia defective products, prolonged exposure to hazardous waMcs, gross 
negligence and foreign objects left in the body of no therapeuti.c or diagnostic 
value. 
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opportunity to present all material made pertinent to 
such a motion by mle 56. 

CR 12(b )(emphasis added). If the trial court elects to consider 

facts and evidence outside of the pleadings, the onus is on the court 

to apply a CR 56 summary judgment standard, "the motion shall 

be treated as one for summary judgment." CR 12(b). Judge van 

Doorninck treated KPC and General Elecu·ic's Motion to Dismiss 

for Failure to State a Claim as summary judgement motions after 

she decided to consider evidence outside of pleadings. (VRP 

March 24, 2015 at 16). In accordance with the rule, the trial court 

specifically indicated the motion would be treated "like every other 

summary judgment." ld. In fact, the transcript for the following 

day is entitled: "Summary Judgment Proceeding." (VRP March 

25, 2015 at 3). 

V. ARGUMENT 

A. The Trial Court Correctly Determined that Alaslm Law 
Governed Resolution of Plaintiffs' C:lse 

The trial court analyzed the relevant contacts between the 

State of Alaska, the State of Washington and the plaintiffs. Based 
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on that analysis, the trial court correctly concluded that Alaska law 

should be applied.9 Mr. Hoffman was an Alaska resident during 

the relevant time period, all of his claimed asbestos exposures 

occurred in the State of Alaska, KPC's sole place of business was 

Ketchikan, Alaska and the Tongass National Forest, and, the mill 

was established pursuant to a long term timber lease with the 

Federal govenm1ent in the Tongass to promote economic 

development in Southeastern Alaska. Mr. H.otlinan's only contact 

with the State of Washington is that plaintiffs chose it as a place to 

retire and had lived there for approximately one year prior to Mr. 

Hoffman developing his disease. (CP 103). Under relevant 

Washington Supreme Court precedent on the subject of conflict of 

laws, the trial court's determination of the issue is unassailable. 

Johnson v. Spider Staging Corp., 87 Wn.2d 577,581,555 P.2d 997 

(1976). 

Under Restatement (Second) of Conflict of Laws§ 145-146 

(1971), the law of the place where the injury occurred is to be 

9 Washington and Alaska laws differ in tll!'ee material areas: liability, allocation 
offault, and the Statutes of Repose. KPC md GE sought to have Alaska law 
applied in each area. 
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displaced only by a showing that some other jurisdiction has a 

more significant relationship. The significant relationship test 

looks to four factors: I) the place of injury, 2) the place where the 

conduct causing the injury occurred, 3) the domicile of the parties, 

and 4) the place where the relationship is centered. Johnson, 87 

Wn.2d at 581. The contacts are evaluated according to their 

relative importance with respect to the particular issue. !d. "The 

approach is not merely to count contacts, but rather to consider 

which contacts are most signif1cant and to determine where these 

contacts are found." Southwell v. Widing Transportation, I 01 

Wn.2d 200, 204, 676 P.2d 477 (1984). "Under this rule, it is 

necessary to identify the crux or gravamen of the action to 

determine which contacts are relevant." Dairy land Ins. Co. v. 

State Farm Mut. Auto Ins. Co., 41 Wn.App. 26, 31, 701 P.2d 806 

(1985). All of the factors which this Court has identified as 

considerations for determining choice of I aw issues favor the 

application of Alaska law. Mr. Hoffman's asbestos exposure 

occurred in the State of Alaska. KPC's alleged conduct occuned 
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in the State of Alaska. Both parties were Alaskan residents at the 

time of the alleged exposure. T11e relationship between KPC and 

plaintiffs was centered in Ketchikan, Alaska. 

B. The Trial Court Correctly Concluded tl1at the Alaska 
Statute of Repose Barred Plaintiffs' Claims 

Following the trial court's determination that the Alaskan 

Statute of Repose governed plaintiffs' claims, KPC brought a 

12(b)(6) motion seeking dismissal of those clalms as time-ban:ed. 

As noted above, the Judge van Doomick declined to rule on that 

motion, permitted further argument and evidence, and held a 

summary judgment hearing in which she determined that the 

Alaska Statute of Repose barred plaintiffs' claims. The gist of her 

opinion as to KPC was that none of the alleged exceptions to the 

Statute of Repose applied. The "defective product" exception did 

not apply because KPC was not a product seller, but rather a 

premises owner. The "hazardous waste" exception did not apply 

because asbestos is not a "hazardous waste" under Alaska law. 

The "medical malpractice" exception did not apply because tins 

was not a case involving a medical device being left inside a 
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patient. Finally, the "gross negligence" exception did not apply 

because there was no evidence of gross negligence and plaintiff 

counsel orally and in written bdefing stated that his clients' claims 

against KPC sounded in "common law negligence.,~ 0 

C. The Court of Appeals Determination that the Trial 
Court Dismissed Plaintiffs' Claims Pursuant to CR 
12(b)(6) is Factually and Legally Wrong 

The Comt of Appeals opinion states: "The superior comt 

dismissed Hoffman's case pursum1t to CR 12(b)(6) after it 

determined that his claims were baTI'ed by Alaska's Statute of 

Repose." (Op. at 2). That statement is factually and legally wrong. 

It is factually incorrect because the court dismissed plaintiffs' 

claims pursuant to a smnmm·y judgment motion, after continuing 

defendants' 12(b )( 6) motion to allow plaintiff counsel to present 

fmther briefing and evidence with respect to the applicability of 

claimed exceptions to the Alaska Statute of Repose. (VRP March 

24 at I 6; VRP March 25 at 3). 

10 On Appeal, KPC argued that the trial court's application of the Alaska Statute 
of Repose was a choice of law determination which is an issue oflaw, reviewed 
de novo. Seizer v. Sessions, I 32 Wn.2d 642, 650, 940 P.2d 261 (1997). 
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The Court of Appeals decision is contrary to the plain 

language of CR 12(b )(6) which specifically states that: 

If, on motion asserting the defense numbered ( 6) to 
dismiss for failme of the pleading to state a claim 
upon which relief can be granted, matters outside 
the pleading are presented to and not excluded by 
the comi, tlte motion shall be treated as one for 
summary judgment and disposed of as provided in 
rule 56, and all parties shall be given reasonable 
opportunity to present all material made pertinent to 
such a motion by rule 56. 

The Court of Appeals decision is likewise contrary to its 

own authority and authority of this Court because the Court of 

Appeals, similar to the trial comi, considered matters outside of the 

pleadings in reaching their decision. 11 Suliemann v. Lasher, 48 

Wn. App. 373; 739 P.2d 712 (1987/ 2
; High/ine Sch. Dist. 401 v. 

Port of Seattle, 87 Wn.2d 6, 15,548 P.2d 1085 (1976). Affidavits 

and other extrinsic evidence may not be considered as part of the 

11 See for example Op. at 4 considering the testimony of "doctors and industrial 
hygienists" as well as Mr. Hoffman's own testimony and treating it as "fact1

' for 
purposes of whether the PLEADINGS contained allegations sufficient to survive 
a CR 12(b)(6) motion. Notably, the declarations of the "doctors and industrial 
hygienists)' as well as Mr. Hoffman's deposition testimony were attached to the 
motions for summary judgment that had previously been filed in the case. 
12 Overruled to d1e extent that a contract attached to the pleadings is considered 
part of the pleadings. 
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pleadings. P.E. Systems, LLC v. CPJ Corp., !76 Wn.2d 198, 204, 

289 P.3d 638 (2012). Once extrinsic evidence is considered the 

12(b)(6) motion shall be converted into a summary judgment 

motion. ld. at 206. 

D. The Cout·t of Appeals Determination that a "Possible" 
Claim for Gross Negligence Could be Used as a Contact 
for Purposes of a Choice of Law Analysis was Clear 
Error 

The Court of Appeals, after acknowledging that the 

plaintiffs neither presented evidence of a claim for gross 

negligence nor included such an allegation in its Complaint, stated, 

Again, considering the 12(b )( 6) standard, we 
conclude that Hoffman has alleged facts when 
presumed tme, support recovery under a 12(b )( 6) 
standard. 

(Op. at 14). The Court of Appeals connnitted clear error in 

concluding that allegations in the Complaint could be assumed to 

be true to defeat KPC's smmnary judgment motion. The summary 

judgment standard is clear: 

5880010.1 

In a stull1llary judgment motion, the moving party 
bears the initial burden of showing the absence of 
an issue of material fact. If the moving party is a 
defendant and meets this initial showing, then the 
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inquiry shifts to the party with the burden of proof 
at trial, the plaintiff. If, at this point, the plaintiff 
"fails to make a showing sufficient to establish the 
existence of an element essential to that party's case, 
and on which that party will bear the burden of 
proof at trial", then the trial court should grant the 
motion ... 
In making this responsive showing, the nonmoving 
party cannot rely on the allegations made in its 
pleadings. CR 56(e) states that the response, "by 
atlidavits or as otherwise provided in this mle, must 
set forth specific facts showing that there is a 
genuine issue for trial." 

Young v. Key Pharmaceuticals, 112 Wn.2d 216, 225-226, 770 P.2d 

182 (1989)(citations omitted). Here, the applicability of the 

exceptions to the Alaska Statute of Repose was adjudicated dming 

a CR 56 hearing. It was clear error to evaluate the trial court's 

decision utilizing a !2(b)(6) while at the same time electing to 

consider extrinsic evidence and usc such evidence to create 

favorable inferences from allegations in the complaint. 
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E. The Court of Appeals Compounded its Error by Using 
the "Favorable Inferences" from its CR 12(b )(6) 
Analysis to Reverse the Trial Court's Determination 
that Alaska Law Governed the Case 

After determining that the allegations of the Complaint 

could support an assertion of "gross negligence"13 the Court of 

Appeals considered extraneous materials in order to find that the 

gross negligence exception to the Alaska Statute of Repose might 

apply. (Op. at 14-15). Nonetheless, the Court of Appeals 

reasoned, since there might not be a conflict between the 

Washington and Alaska Stat11tes of Repose "under a 12(b)(6) 

standard", it was error for the trial court to dismiss plaintiffs 

claim. (Op. at 15-16). The problem with the Court of Appeals 

analysis is that the trial court was not utilizing a 12(b)(6) standard 

and, under the law, the Court of Appeals was not permitted to do 

so either. CR 12(b); Sea-Pac Co. v. United Food & Commercial 

Workers Local Union 44, 103 Wash. 2d 800, 802, 699 P.2d 217, 

218 (1985). Moreover, in this particular case, there is clear, 

"The Court of Appeals does not explain how allegations of negligence could 
support a gross negligence claim. Any doubt about that issue should have been 
resolved by tl1e representation made by plaintiff counsel in briefing and in oral 
argument that plaintiff's claims sounded in common law negligence. 
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in·efutable evidence that the trial comt and the parties treated KPC 

and General Electric's original CR 12(b)(6) motion as a summary 

judgment motion. 14 (VRP, March 24, 2015 at 16; VRP March 25, 

2015 at3). 

"Gross negligence" is "negligence substantially and 

appreciably greater than ordinary negligence," i.e., "care 

substantially or appreciably less than the quru1tmn of care inhering 

in ordinary negligence." Nist v. Tudor, 67 Wash.2d 322, 331, 407 

P.2d 798 (1965); see 6 Washington Practice: Washington Pattem 

Jury Instructions: Civil 10.07 (6th ed.1997) ("gross negligence" is 

"the failure to exercise slight care."). A plaintiff seeking to prove 

gross negligence must supply "substantial evidence" that the 

defendant's act or omission represented cru·e appreciably less thru1 

the care inherent in ordinary negligence, Boyce v. West, 71 

Wn.App. 657, 665, 862 P.2d 592 (1993). To meet this burden of 

proof on summary judgment, the plaintiff must offer something 

14 This Com·fs observation that the "parties treated the underlying motion as a 
12(b)(6) motion" is both incOITect and of no moment. Once matters outside the 
pleadings were considered, it became a CR 56 motion. It is obvious that the 
Court of Appeal m.isreads those Intentions. 
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more substantial than mere argument that the defendant's breach of 

care arises to the level of gross negligence. CR56(e); Boyce, 71 

Wn.App. at 666. 

Here, there was no evidence of gross negligence presented 

to the trial comt. Nothing. Not only was no evidence of gross 

negligence presented, plaintiffs' counsel, in oral argtm1ent and in 

briefing, clearly stated that the claims against KPC sounded in 

common Jaw negligence. (VRP March 24, 2015 at 8). Gross 

negligence was not pled nor were facts presented that would have 

supported such a claim. Furthermore, the Court of Appeals 

appears to have misunderstood the salient facts in evaluating the 

issue. This case, as against KPC, involves a claim referred to in 

asbestos litigation as a "take home exposure," Mr. Doyle Hoffman 

worked at the KPC mill in the 1950's and 1960's when plaintiff 

Larry HotTman was a chi I d. Plaintiffs claim that his father worked 

with asbestos at KPC and brought it home on his clothing and body 

thereby exposing Larry Hoffman to asbestos fibers. Fundamental 

to the Court of Appeal's misunderstanding of the nature of the 

I 
I 
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claim against KPC is the Court of Appeal's misinterpretation of a 

KPC Interrogatory Response. 15 Not only is there no basis to 

conclude from the response that KPC had any knowledge of the 

danger of take-home exposure to asbestos, the Interrogatory 

Response was never presented to the trial court. The evidence 

before the trial court was that gross negligence was never pled and 

that plaintiffs' counsel asserted on the record that their claim 

against KPC was a common law negligence claim. "I want to 

make it clear to the Court, we are pursuing a common law 

negligence claim against Ketchikan ... we claim Ketchikan knew 

or should have known of this risk." Id. That was it. Plaintiffs 

offered nothing more than the argument of counsel (at a later time) 

that the gross negligence exception to the statute of repose applied. 

15 The inten·ogatory question posed was whether Mr. Hoffman had any training 
with regards to hazards associated with asbestos prior to 1980. Mr. Hoffinan 
testified that he was a member oftl1e pipefitters union throughout his career. 
Retrospectively, counsel for KPC has learned in the course of litigation that the 
pipefitters union began warning their members of the potential hazards of 
asbestos in or around the late 1950s. KPC was never a member of any union nor 
did they receive publications fi·om any uaion. There is no basis for the 
unsubstantiated leap that KPC was aware of the hazards of asbestos starting in 
the 1950s. More imporlantly, there is nothing to suggest that anyone at that time 
had knowledge of the potential risks of take-home asbestos exposure. Appendix 
A to KPC's Motion for Reconsideration at 8. 
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Because there was no admissible evidence before the court on the 

claim of gross negligence, dismissal of plaintiffs claim was 

warranted as a matter of law. "The trial court therefore properly 

concluded that the [plainitffs] had produced no admissible 

evidence in support of their [claim of gross negligence] prior to [or 

during] the sununary jndgment hearing." SentinelC3, Inc. v. Hunt, 

181 Wn.2d 127,142,331 P.3d40(2014). 

The reason plaintiffs offered no evidence of gross 

negligence at or prior to the hearing is that no such evidence exists. 

The testimony from plaintiffs' own experts clearly establishes that 

gross negligence is not applicable. The record demonstrates that 

Dr. Castleman, plaintiffs' "state of the art" expert, had no 

knowledge of what was known or should have been known in 

Ketchikan, Alaska in 1966. (CP 944-47) Likewise, Mr. William 

Ewing, plaintiffs' Certified Industrial Hygienist, testified that the 

first publication related to the issue of risk of asbestos related 

disease from take home exposure was Dr. Kilbmn's paper 

published in 1985, almost 20 years after Doyle Hoffman left 

I 
I 
I 
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Ketchikan Pulp. t6 (CP 951-52). Plaintiff did not and cannot 

establish that their claim falls within an exception to the Alaska 

Statute of Repose. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Judge van Doominck properly ruled that there was 1s a 

conflict between the Alaska and Washington Statutes of Repose 

and that the Alaskan statute applied to plaintiffs' claims. KPC's 

12(b)(6) motion was converted to a CR 56 motion after plaintiffs 

requested the opportunity to brief the possible exceptions to the 

Statute. .Judge van Doornick correctly ruled that none of the 

exceptions applied and plaintiffs' claims were barred by the Alaska 

Statute of Repose. The Court of Appeals decision is factually 

inco!1'ect and conflicts directly with CR 12 and case of law both 

the Washington Supreme Court and the Washington Court of 

Appeals. Review by this court is appropriate. 

16 Kilbw·n, et al, Asbestos Disease in Family Contacts of Shipyard Workers, Am. 
J. Pub. Healtll, June 1985 Vol. 75 No.6, Pages 615-17. Tile Kilburn paper does 
not discuss mesothelioma among sons of shipyard workers at all. It purports to 
identity "asbestosis" among sons of shipyard workers although only 1 of 79 
individuals examined met the 1985 American Thoracic Society definition of 
asbestosis. (CP 958-60) 
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Further proceedings in the trial court will be a complete 

waste of time. KPC will simply file a CR 56 motion identical to 

that previously heard by the court. The court will presumably 

grant it again as there is no new evidence to bring to bear on the 

issue. After dismissal, plaintiffs will file a new appeal and the 

Court of Appeals will have the opportunity to hear the identical 

case which it just heard. This court accepting review will prevent 

a monumental waste of judicial and legal resources. 

2016. 
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Washington State 
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Division Two 

August 9, 2016 

IN THE COURT OF APPEALS OF THE STATE OF WASHINGTON 

LARRY HOFFMAN and JUDITH 
HOFFMAN, husband and wife, 

DIVISION II 

Appellants, 

v. 

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY; 
KETCHIKAN PULP COMPANY, 

Respondents, 

ALASKAN COPPER COMPANJES, INC. 
d/b/a Alaska Copper and Brass; ALASKA 
PULP CORPORATION; ARMSTRONG 
INTERNATIONAL, INC.; ASBESTOS 
CORPORATION LIMITED; A W 
CHESTERTON COMPANY; 
CERTAINTEED CORPORATION; 
CHICAGO BRIDGE AND IRON 
COMPANY; CLEANER BROOKS, INC.; 
CRANE SUPPLY; EXPERT DRYWALL, 
INC.; FAMILJAN NORTHWEST, INC., 
individually and as successor-in-interest and 
parent and alter ego to Alaska Pipe & Supply; 
GEORGIA-PACIFIC LLC; KAISER 
GYPSUM COMPANY, INC.; OAKFABCO, 
INC., individually and as successor-in-interest 
to and/or f/k/a and/or t7d/b/a Kewanee Boiler 
Corporation; OJ! HOLDlNGS 
CORPORATION f/kla Oji Paper Co., Ltd., 
individually and as successor-in-interest and 
parent and alter ego to Alaska Pulp 
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Corporation and Alaska Pulp Corporation, 
Ltd.; PACIFIC PLUMBING SUPPLY LLC; 
SABERHAGEN HOLDINGS, INC.; TRANE 
U.S., INC. f/lda American Standard, Inc., 
individually and as successor-in-interest to 
Kewanee Boiler Corporation; UNION 
CARBIDE CORPORATION; WHITNEY 
HOLDING CORP., 

Defendants. 

JOHANSON, P.J. - After Larry Hoffman developed mesothelioma from exposure to 

asbestos, he filed suit again Ketchikan Pulp Company (Ketchikan) and General Electric Company 

(GE), alleging that each negligently contributed to his condition. The superior court dismissed 

Hoffman's case pursuant to CR 12(b)(6) after it determined that his claims were barred by Alaska's 

statute of repose. Hoffinan appeals, arguing that the trial court erred by ruling that there is a 

conflict of laws and that Alaska's statute of repose governs this dispute such that it bars Hoffman's 

claims. We conclude that the superior court erred by dismissing Hoffman's case under CR 

12(b)(6). When the facts are viewed as true under CR 12(b)(6) standards, Hoffinan has at least 

alleged facts that would entitle him to relief. Hoffman's alleged facts support a conclusion that 

there is no conflict of laws, that Washington law therefore applies, and that Hoffman's claims are 

not barred. We reverse and remand for proceedings consistent with this opinion. 
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FACTS1 

I. BACKGROUND 

Hoffinan was born in Washington, but moved to Alaska in the 1950s when his father took 

a job as a welder in a pulp mill. Hoffman's father, Doyle,2 worked atthe mill owned by Ketchikan 

from 1954 to 1967. During Doyle's time at the mill, his work often required him to disturb 

asbestos-containing materials. Specifically, Doyle removed asbestos insulation from pipes that he 

worked on and assisted with the removal of asbestos blankets from the mill's turbines. This 

process created a significant amount of dust and during this period in time workers took no special 

precautions when handling these materials. Dust and asbestos fibers would get on Doyle's clothing 

and person that was then introduced into Doyle's home when Hoffman was a child. 

Later, Hoffinan also worked at pulp mills in Alaska. From 1968 to early 1970, Hoffman 

worked at Ketchikan and then from J 974 until 1978, a pulp mill in Sitka periodically employed 

him. Although it operated solely in Alaska, Ketchikan is a Washington corporation, having 

incorporated in 1947 before Alaska became a State. 

Due to their remote locations, both mills required power-generating turbines to operate. 

Each mill featured steam turbines manufactured and installed by GE. Consistent with GE's own 

recommendations, these turbines and associated piping systems were often covered by thermal 

insulation material that contained asbestos. Other turbine parts, including a certain type of gasket, 

1 The facts are not in dispute. 

2 We refer to Doyle by his first name for clarity, intending no disrespect. 
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also contained asbestos. Around the time period that Hoffman would have been employed at the 

mills, GE at least occasionally facilitated the purchase and shipping of these parts. 

Hoffman's job at Ketchikan did not require him to work directly with the turbines, but 

because he was a member of the "yard crew" doing general labor, he was often required to clean 

up after maintenance work had been performed that disturbed the thermal insulation. Hoffinan 

used no respiratory protection when he swept up dust and debris left behind from the repair work. 

Hoffman later became a pipefitter. At some point in time, part of Hoffman's work also included 

replacement of asbestos-containing gaskets. 3 While in place and undisturbed, no asbestos hazard 

is present, but when gaskets and "packing materials" are removed or cut, asbestos fibers can be 

released. Clerk's Papers at 526. At the Sitka mill, Hoffman did not perform repairs on tbe turbines, 

but did work in and around the turbine room. 

In 2013, after moving back to Washington, Hoffinan was diagnosed with mesothelioma. 

In addition to the possibility of his own exposure working with a "variety" of asbestos-containing 

products, doctors and industrial hygienists opined that Hoffman was likely exposed to asbestos 

from his father's work clothing, which contaminated the family vehicle and home. 

II. PROCEDURE 

Hoffman filed a personal injury lawsuit, naming a number of defendants including 

Ketchikan and GE. Hoffman alleged theories of products liability and negligence for failure to 

3 It was unclear from Hoffman's testimony whether and to what extent he assisted with removal 
or removed turbine parts, including the asbestos gaskets. The declaration of William Ewing, the 
industrial hygienist expert, suggested that Hoffman did perform such work although he did not 
specify whether this happened at Ketchikan, Sitka, or elsewhere. However, because we are 
required to presume that Hoffman's allegations are true and because even hypothetical facts are 
sufficient to survive a CR 12(b)(6) dismissal, we treat those assertions as fact. 
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warn, among others. He contended that he had been exposed to asbestos and asbestos-containing 

products that GE manufactured. After extensive discovery and several pretrial motions, the 

superior court ruled that a conflict of laws existed between Alaska's and Washington's respective 

statutes of repose and other features of the two States' laws 4 The superior court then concluded 

under the "most significant relationship test" that Alaska law governed the case. RESTATEMENT 

(SECOND) OF CONFLICT OF LAWS§ 145 (1971). 

GE and Ketchikan then moved to dismiss. They argued that Hoffman's action should be 

dismissed under CR 12(b )(6) for failure to state a claim on which relief can be granted because the 

Alaska statute of repose barred Hoffman's action. Hoffman urged the court to deny the CR 

12(b)(6) motion, arguing first that Alaska's statute of repose did not apply. 

Hoffinan asserted that even if Alaska law applies, his case should survive dismissal because 

Alaska's statute of repose contained several exceptions to its procedural bar, some of which 

applied to his case. The superior court disagreed that any exception applied. Hoffman appeals the 

superior court's ruling that Alaska substantive law applies to his case and its order granting GE 

and Ketchikan's CR 12(b )( 6) dismissal motion. 

ANALYSIS 

J. STANDARD Of REVIEW 

We review CR 12(b)(6) dismissals de novo. Kinney v. Cook, 159 Wn.2d 837, 842, 154 

P.3d 206 (2007) (citing Tenore v. AT&T Wireless Servs., 136 Wn.2d 322, 329-30, 962 P.2d 104 

(1998)). '"Dismissal is warranted only if the cowt concludes, beyond a reasonable doubt, the 

4 In addition to conflicts created by the statutes of repose, Washington and Alaska differ in their 
approach to caps on noneconomic damages and issues of joint and several liability. 
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plaintiff cannot prove any set of facts which would justify recovery."' FutureSelect Portfolio 

Mgmt., Inc. v. Tremont Grp. Holdings, Inc., 180 Wn.2d 954, 962, 331 P.3d 29 (2014) (internal 

quotation marks omitted) (quoting Kinney, 159 Wn.2d at 842). All facts alleged in the complaint 

are taken as true and we may consider hypothetical facts suppmting the plaintiff's claim. 

FutureSelect, 180 Wn.2d at 962. "Therefore, a complaint survives a CR 12(b)(6) motion if any 

set of facts could exist that would justify recovery." Hoffer v. State, 110 Wn.2d 415, 420, 755 

P.2d 781, 776 P.2d 963 (1988) (citing Lawson v. State, 107 Wn.2d 444, 448, 730 P.2d 1308 (1986); 

Bowman v. John Doe, I 04 Wn.2d 181, 183, 704 P.2d 140 (1985)).5 

II. CONFLICT OF LAWS 

Hoffman argues that the trial court erred by ruling that Alaska substantive law applies to 

his case after finding that the laws of the two States conflict. We conclude that the trial comt erred 

in dismissing his action under CR 12(b)(6) because Hoffman alleged facts that would justify 

recovery. 

A. LEGAl. PRINCIPLES 

When a patty raises a conflict oflaw issue in a personal injury case, we apply the following 

analytical framework to determine which law applies: (1) identify an actual conflict of substantive 

law; (2) ifthere is an actual conflict of substantive law, apply the most significant relationship test 

to determine which State's substantive law applies to the case or, if there is no actual conflict, 

5 The parties characterize the superior court's ruling as a CR 12(b)(6) dismissal and both parties 
assert that the CR 12(b )(6) standard of review applies. But when a superior court considers matters 
outside the pleadings in response to a CR 12(b)(6) motion to dismiss, it should then treat that 
motion as one for summary judgment. CR 12(b ). The superior court here did consider matters 
outside the pleadings, including declarations and exhibits. But because the parties rely on the CR 
12(b)(6) standard in their briefing, we do the same. 
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apply the presumptive law of the forum; (3) then, if applicable, apply the chosen substantive law's 

statute of limitations. Woodwardv. Taylor, 184 Wn.2d 911,917,366 P.3d 432 (2016). 

Under the first step, we must identify an actual conflict of law. FutureSelect, 180 Wn.2d 

at 967. An actual conflict of law exists where the result of an issue is different under the laws of 

the interested States. Woodward, 184 Wn.2d at 918. If there is no actual conflict, the local law of 

the forum applies and the court does not reach the most significant relationship test. Woodward, 

184 Wn.2d at 918. 

Our Supreme Court has explained that statutes of repose are to be treated as a State's 

substantive law in making choice-of-law determinations and that they may raise a conflict of 

substantive law. Rice v. Dow Chern. Co., 124 Wn.2d 205, 212, 875 P.2d 1213 (1994). Relating 

to personal injury actions, Alaska's statute provides, 

(a) Notwithstanding the disability of minority described under AS 09.10.140(a), a 
person may not bring an action for personal injury, death, or property damage 
unless commenced within 10 years of the earlier of the date of 

(2) the last act alleged to have caused the personal injury, death, or property 
damage. 

(b) This section does not apply if 
(I) the personal injury, death, or property damage resulted from 
(A) prolonged exposure to hazardous waste; 
(B) an intentional act or gross negligence; 

(E) a defective product; in this subparagraph, "product" means an object 
that has intrinsic value, is capable of delivery as an assembled whole or as a 
component part, and is introduced into trade or commerce; or 

(c) The limitation imposed under (a) of this section is tolled during any 
period in which there exists the undiscovered presence of a foreign body that has 
no therapeutic or diagnostic purpose or effect in the body of the injured person and 
the action is based on the presence of the foreign body. 

ALASKA STAT. (AS)§ 09.10.055. 
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Washington's equivalent statute of repose-and the only one that Hoffman suggests could 

govern his claims-applies only to claims ot' causes of action brought against construction, 

engineering, and design professionals and does not contain any provision relating to personal 

injuries arising from nonconstruction claims. See RCW 4.16.300, .31 0. There is no applicable 

statute of repose relating to personal injuries such as mesothelioma in Washington. 

B. FACTS SUPPORT A CONCLUSION THAT THERE Is No CONFLICT OF LAWS 

The parties agree that under Washington's statute of repose, Hoffman's claim is not barred. 

RCW 4.16.300. The parties disagree concerning whether Alaska's statute of repose bars 

Hoffman's claims. Hoffman contends that the superior court erred by granting the defendants' CR 

12(b)(6) motion to dismiss because AS 09.10.055 preserves his claims under several provisions 

that apply here. Specifically, Hoffman argues that Alaska's statute of repose does not apply if 

personal injuries result from (I) prolonged exposure to hazardous waste, (2) the presence of 

"foreign bodies," (3) defective products, and (4) intentional acts or gross negligence. To the 

contrary, Ketchikan and GE argue that Hoffman's claims do not fall under these provisions.6 We 

agree with Hoffman that the superior court erred by dismissing his claims under CR 12(b)(6) 

because he alleged facts that, if presumed true, would support a conclusion that one or more 

6 In two footnotes, Ketchikan refers to Hoffman's inability to establish that Ketchikan is liable for 
any exposure in the workplace that was directly to his person because the "Alaska Workers' 
Compensation Act," ch. 23.30 AS, is the sole method of redress when an employee in injured 
while working for his employer. But the superior court never ruled on the effect of the Alaska 
Workers' Compensation Act and, therefore, this issue is not properly before us. 
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exceptions to the statute of repose apply and thus his claims are not barred under either Washington 

or Alaska Jaw.7 

I. DEFECTIVE PRODUCT 

Hoffinan contends that the statute of repose does not apply to injuries resulting from 

defective products. GE responds that the turbines that it manufactured for the mills are not 

"products" as that term is defined. 8 Whether or not the turbines could be considered "products," 

we agree with Hoffinan because Hoffman has presented some evidence that GE delivered gaskets 

that could have caused Hoffman's injury. Ketchikan responds that it likewise cannot be held liable 

under a theory of product liability because Hoffman did not assert such a theory against it and 

because Ketchikan did not manufacture or supply any product, it was merely the premises owner. 

As to this argument, we agree with Ketchikan. 

Alaska's statute of repose contains an exception for defective products that precludes the 

statute fi·om barring a claim from someone whose personal injury or property damage was caused 

by 

a defective product; in this subparagraph, "product" means an object that has 
intrinsic value, is capable of delivery as an assembled whole or as a component 
part, and is introduced into trade or commerce. 

7 We decline to address the prolonged exposure to hazardous waste and presence of foreign bodies 
exceptions and we make no ruling as to their potential application because the superior court erred 
by dismissing Hoffinan's suit in its entirety for the reasons explained. 

8 This is GE's sole argument. GE does not address Hoffman's claim that GE was in the chain of 
distribution for the defective gaskets. GE asserts briefly that Hoffman raises the defective gasket 
argument for the first time on appeal, but that is not accurate. Hoffman did not make a detailed 
argument, but he did raise the issue of gaskets at a hearing below. 
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AS 09.10.055(b)(I)(E). As with each of the other exceptions, there is no relevant Alaska case 

construing the defective products exception as it pertains to the procedural bar within the statute 

ofrepose.9 

But our Supreme Court decided two companion cases that are informative: Simonetta v. 

Viad Corp., 165 Wn.2d 341, 197 P.3d 127 (2008), and Braaten v. Saberhagen Holdings, 165 

Wn.2d 373, 198 P.3d 493 (2008). 

In Simonetta, a Navy sailor developed lung cancer that he alleged was caused by an 

exposure to asbestos from regularly performing maintenance on a device that converts seawater to 

freshwater. 165 Wn.2d at 346. After the "evaporator" was shipped from the manufacturer, it was 

insulated with asbestos mud and cloth products supplied and manufactured by a different company 

and installed by the Navy or a third entity. Simonetta, 165 Wn.2d at 346. Simonetta was exposed 

to asbestos when he removed the asbestos insulation to service the device, then reapplied it when 

he was finished. Simonetta, 165 Wn.2d at 346. 

Following his diagnosis, Simonetta filed negligence and products liability lawsuits against 

the successor-in-interest of the manufacturer of the evaporator. Simonetta, 165 Wn.2d at 346. He 

did not know the identity of the company that manufactured or installed the asbestos insulation. 

Simonetta, 165 Wn.2d at 346. Our Supreme Comt collected cases from other jurisdictions and 

discussed our own precedent applying Restatement o,(Torts § 388 (1934), which governs the "duty 

to warn" in a negligence action. Simonetta, 165 Wn.2d at 351-54. 

9 One Alaska Supreme Court decision examined the defective product exception but did so to 
decide an issue that is not relevant here. Jones v. Bowie Indus., Inc., 282 P.3d 316 (Alaska 2012). 
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The Simonetta court held that the evaporator manufacturer was not liable because the duty 

to warn of a hazardous product under a negligence theory extends only to those in the chain of 

distribution and the part manufacturer did not manufacture, sell, or supply the asbestos insulation. 

165 Wn.2d at 354. Likewise, the court held that the manufacturer was also not liable under a strict 

liability theory because it did not manufacture an unreasonably safe product. Simonetta, 165 

Wn.2d at 362-63. The unreasonably safe product was the asbestos insulation, not the evaporator. 

Simonetta, 165 Wn.2d at 362. But here, Hoffman has alleged some facts that support a conclusion 

that GE sold or facilitated the supply of gaskets that could have caused Hoffman's injuries. 

Then in Braaten, our Supreme Court addressed whether manufacturers of products that 

contained component parts with asbestos in them had a duty to warn users of their product when 

they did not manufacture the asbestos-containing parts nor did they manufacture, supply, or sell 

asbestos-containing replacement patis. 165 Wn.2d at 380. A pipefitter who worked for the Navy 

sued several defendants who were companies that manufactured valves and pumps used aboard 

the ships. Braaten, 165 Wn.2d at 381. The Navy insulated some of these pmducts with asbestos 

insulation and some of the defendant's products came with packing material and gaskets that 

contained asbestos, but no defendant was the manufacturer of the asbestos materials in either 

instance. Braaten, 165 Wn.2d at 381. 

Braaten was exposed to asbestos when he removed and reapplied the insulation and worked 

otherwise with the gaskets in a manner that caused the asbestos to become airborne. Braaten, 165 

Wn.2d at 381. But Braaten also testified that it was not possible to tell how many times the original 

packing and gaskets had been replaced with the same parts manufactured by other companies and 

he did not work on brand new parts. Braaten, 165 Wn.2d at 381-82. Braaten attempted to provide 
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evidence to show that some of the defendants either supplied or specified asbestos-containing 

insulation for use with their products, but these attempts failed to show that the defendants were 

in the chain of distribution because they were not sufficiently connected to Braaten himself or to 

the pumps that he may have worked on. Braaten, 165 Wn.2d at 388-89. Braaten therefore could 

not withstand summary judgment. Braaten, 165 Wn.2d at 389. 

The product manufacturers did not dispute that they would be liable for failure to warn if 

the original parts contained in their products contained asbestos, but they argued that because they 

could not tell how many times those parts had been replaced, they were not in the replacement 

chain of distribution. Braaten, 165 Wn.2d at 391. Because no genuine issue of material fact could 

be established as to whether the defendants sold, supplied, or otherwise placed any of the 

replacement asbestos-containing parts into the stream of commerce, the court atlirmed the 

summary dismissal of the plaintiffs case. Braaten, 165 Wn.2d at 380-81. This approach is 

consistent with Alaska law that holds that pmducts liability actions apply to only manufacturers, 

sellers, and suppliers of products. Burnett v. Covell, 191 P.3d 985, 987-88 (Alaska 2008). 

Significantly, however, the alleged facts and procedural posture here are different from 

those in Simonetta and Braaten. First, these cases were dismissed on summary judgement, rather 

than under CR 12(b)(6). This is an impotiant distinction. Second, here, there is at least some 

evidence in the record to suggest that GE did in fact suggest or specify that asbestos insulation 

should be used with its turbines. Also, although it disputed whether its turbines would be 

considered pmducts and it vehemently argued that there was no evidence that it manufactured, 

supplied, or sold thermal asbestos insulation, GE does not say the same about replacement gaskets. 
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The record contains admissions by former GE personnel that some GE shipping orders 

showed requests for gaskets and that "Flexitallic" gaskets containing asbestos were commonly 

used on the GE turbines. There are also copies of what appear to be purchase orders or requests 

for quotes, some of which specifically list Flexitallic gaskets. Unlike Simonetta and Braaten, 

Hoffman has alleged facts that, if presumed true, would support a claim that GE was the supplier 

of some of the replacement parts and, therefore, was within the chain of distribution. 

Under CR 12(b)(6), we assume the truth of Hoffman's allegations and may consider even 

hypothetical facts in support of the same. The record contains at least some alleged facts along 

with inferences fi·om hypothetical facts, to support that Hoffman worked around GE turbines, 

potentially with GE-supplied asbestos gaskets, and work with or around those gaskets may have 

exposed him or his father to asbestos. Hoffman alleges that this exposure led to his injuries. 

Therefore, under Hoffman's alleged facts, GE could be liable to Hoffman as the supplier of 

defective products. It is at least possible that Alaska's statute of repose does not apply to 

Hoffman's claims against GE because Hoffinan' s injuries may have been caused by GE' s defective 

product. However, there is no evidence, nor any hypothetical facts, that Hoffman's injuries were 

caused by Ketchikan's defective product and, thus, the "defective product" provision does not save 

Hoffman's claims against Ketchikan from Alaska's statute of repose. 

2. GROSS NEGLIGENCE 

Next, Hoffinan argues that the exception in the Alaska statute of repose of intentional acts 

or gross negligence precludes dismissal of his claims against both Ketchikan and GE. Ketchikan 

responds that there is no evidence in the record that it is liable for gross negligence and, in any 

event, Hoffman did not plead gross negligence in his complaint. GE responds that it also cannot 
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be liable for gross negligence because Hoffman never pleaded gross negligence and did not cite 

any evidence from the record that would support an allegation. Again, considering the CR 12(b )(6) 

standard, we conclude that Hoffman has alleged facts that, when presumed true, support recovery 

under a gross negligence theory. Thus, dismissal under CR 12(b)(6) was not warranted. 

Alaska's statute of repose does not bar claims where a person has suffered injury through 

intentional acts or gross negligence. AS 09.1 0.055(b)(l)(B). Under Alaska law, gross negligence 

is defined as '"a major departure from the standard of care."' Maness v. Daily, 307 P.3d 894, 905 

(Alaska 2013) (quoting Storrs v. Lutheran Hosp. & Homes Soc. of Am., Inc., 661 P.2d 632, 634 

(Alaska 1983)). 

Hoffman alleges that both parties knew as early as the 1950s of the hazards of asbestos. 

The fact that Ketchikan continued to use asbestos insulation, gaskets, and other products 

throughout the mill despite this knowledge is gross negligence in Hoffman's view. Similarly, 

according to 1-Ioffinan, GE purposely disregarded the hazardous nature of asbestos and continued 

to supply asbestos products and perform maintenance that disturbed asbestos-containing materials 

without warning. 

There is evidence in the record to suggest that GE knew of at least some danger associated 

with asbestos as early as the 1930s. In 1935, GE knew that asbestos was a recognized disease. 

And futiher, GE knew perhaps as early as the 1940s that asbestos could cause cancer. Hoffinan 

alleges facts that if presumed true, combined with all reasonable inferences therefrom, establish 

that GE purposefully disregarded this knowledge or ignored the recognized dangers by continuing 

to send asbestos materials to either mill where Hoffman worked. Therefore, Hoffman has at least 

alleged facts that, when presumed true, establish that GE engaged in conduct that a finder of fact 
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could determine constituted a "'major departure from the standard of care."' Maness, 307 P.3d at 

905 (quoting Storrs, 661 P.2d at 634). 

Likewise, regarding Ketchikan, there is some testimony in the record that tends to establish 

that it may have known of the dangers of asbestos in the 1950s. Specifically, Ketchikan's answer 

to an interrogatory explained that it would have expected Hoffman to have had some training 

working with hazardous asbestos because it was well documented that work with asbestos

containing thermal insulation is potentially hazardous. This information was apparently 

disseminated by the pipefitters union to its members in the late 1950s. 

Thus, Hoffman has at least alleged facts that, if presumed true, establish that a fact finder 

could find that Ketchikan was grossly negligent by failing to sufficiently protect him from the 

asbestos hazard if Ketchikan itself knew of the danger. We hold that the superior court erred by 

dismissing Hoffman's claims against GE and Ketchikan on this second basis because we conclude 

Hoffinan has alleged facts that, if presumed true, could support application of the gross negligence 

exception. Because Hoffman has alleged facts that, if presumed true, show that the exception 

would apply, his suit is arguably not barred by Alaska's statute of repose. Under these facts there 

would be no conflict oflaws. 

ln conclusion, Hoffi11an has alleged facts that, when viewed as true, could support a 

conclusion that neither Washington's law nor Alaska's statute of repose bar Hoffman's claims. 

Thus, Hoffinan has shown, at least under the CR 12(b)(6) standard, that there may be no conflict 

of law and, therefore, the trial court erred by dismissing his claim on the basis that a conflict of 
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law existed and that Alaska law barred his claim. Accordingly, we reverse and remand for 

proceedings consistent with this opinion. 

A majority of the panel having determined that this opinion will not be printed in the 

Washington Appellate Reports, but will be filed for public record in accordance with RCW 2.06.040, 

it is so ordered. 

We concur: 

~:~~--;)4-----------
94~1lm~. 1·~~-
SUTTON, J. N-
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I. INTRODUCTION 

[T)he following defenses may at the option of the 
pleader be made by motion: (6) failure to state a 
claim upon which relief can be granted . . . If, on 
motion asserting the defense numbered ( 6) to 
dismiss for failure of the pleading to state a claim 
upon which relief can be granted, matters outside 
the pleading are presented to and not excluded by 
the court, the motion shall be treated as one for 
summary judgment and disposed of as provided in 
rule 56, and all parties shall be given reasonable 
opportunity to present all material made pertinent to 
such a motion by rule 56. 

CR 12(b )(emphasis added). When this Court or any other court 

considers facts and evidence outside of the pleadings, a CR 

12(b)(6) motion must be treated as a summary judgment motion. 

If the trial court elects to consider facts and evidence outside of the 

pleadings, the onus is on the court to apply a CR 56 summary 

judgment standard, "the motion sfzall be treated as one for 

summary judgment." CRI2(b). Judge van Doonrinck treated 

Ketchikan Pulp Company ("KPC") and General Electric's Motion 

to Dismiss for Failure to State a Claim as a summary judgement 

motion after she decided to consider evidence outside of pleadings. 

VRP, March 24, 2015 at 16. Accordingly, pursuant to CR l2(b), 

5M4Z63.t 
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she allowed the parties additional time to brief the issues. VRP, 

March 24, 2015 at 72. Because the trial court, the parties and this 

Court considered matters outside of the pleadings, this Court's 

application of a CR 12(b)(6) standard of review was error under 

the plain language of the rule and the Washington Supreme Court 

precedent interpreting the rule. 

It seems clear from this Court's opinion that the parties did 

not set out the procedural background of the case with sufficient 

clarity in d1e appellate briefing. The initial motion practice 

relevant to these proceedings involved a motion by KPC to have 

the trial court apply Alaska law to the case. See generally VRP, 

March 13, 2015. The trial court conducted a choice oflaw analysis 

and determined that Alaska law would govern. Jd. KPC then 

brought a CR 12(b)(6) motion based on the Alaska statute of 

repose. That motion involved only the uncontroverted fact, 

gleaned from the pleadings, that Plaintiffs' cause of action arose 

after the cut-off date for filing provided for by the Alaskan statute 

of repose. Only after the trial court ruled that Alaska statute of 

5844263.1 
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repose applied as to KPC did Plaintiffs assert that their claims fell 

within the terms of certain exceptions contained in the statute of 

repose. VRP, March 24, 2015 at 72. At that point, the trial court 

permitted further briefing on the exception issue and heard 

additional evidence and argument to determine the applicability of 

the exceptions. The trial court specifically indicated the motion 

would be treated "like every other summary judgment." VRP, 

March 24, 2015 at 16. This motion practice was no longer based 

on CR 12(b )( 6), but rather was treated under a summary judgment 

standard, as evidenced by the title of the transcript on the following 

day: "Summary Judgment Proceeding." VRP, March 25, 2015 at 

3. 

KPC respectfully moves for reconsideration of the Court's 

opinion filed August 9, 2016 because the trial court and this 

Court's consideration of matters outside of the pleadings mandated 

CR 56 review. Moreover, the question of whether an actual 

conflict exists between the Washington and Alaska statutes of 

repose is a legal question based, in this case, on uncontroverted 

5844263.1 
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facts. A l2(b)(6) standard of review is entirely inappropriate in 

such a situation.1 

II. BASIS FOR RECONSIDERATION 

1. Reconsideration is warranted under RAP 12.4 because 

the law requires application of a summary judgment standard of 

review when facts and evidence outside of the pleadings are 

considered in determining the propriety of a trial court's dismissal 

under CR 12(b)(6). This result is mandated by the plain language 

ofCR 12 and Washington Supreme Court precedent. See e.g. Sea-

Pac Co. v. United Food & Commercial Workers Local Union 44, 

103 Wn.2d 800,802,699 P.2d 217,218 (1985). 

2. Reconsideration is warranted under RAP 12.4 because 

the trial cowt correctly determined that Alaska law governed the 

controversy and that the Alaska statute of repose barred Plaintiffs' 

claims. The presence or absence of a true conflict of law is the 

first step of a choice of law analysis and is not subject to a CR 

1 Every fact relevant to a substantial contacts conflict of Jaws analysis favored 
application of the laws ofthe State of Alaska. The only contact with the forum 
State of Washington was the fact that, at tl1e time of diagnosis, Mr. Hoffman had 
retired and moved to Washington. 
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12(b)(6) standard of review. No legal authority supports the 

creation of a hypothetical cause of action based on hypothetical 

facts under the guise of using a CR l2(b )( 6) standard of review 

where the complaint contains neither facts nor even allegations to 

support the cause of action. 

III. STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

The facts of the case have been fully set forth in KPC's 

Response filed in the underlying appeal. 

IV. ARGUMENT 

A. The Law is Clear, if a Court Considers Facts and 
Evidence Outside the Pleadings, a CR 12(b)(6) Motion 
Shall be Converted to a Cr 56 Motion by the Court. 

The court rule is clear and is applicable to the trial court as 

well as Courts of Appeal. '"A motion to dismiss for failure to state 

a claim is treated as a motion for summary judgment when matters 

outside the pleading are presented to and not excluded by the 

court." CR 12(b); Sea-Pac Co. v. United Food & Commercial 

Workers Local Union 44, 103 Wash. 2d 800, 802, 699 P.2d 217, 

218 (1985). Moreover, in this particular case, there is clear 
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evidence that the trial court and the parties treated KPC and 

General Electric's original CR 12(b)(6) motion as a surrunary 

judgment motion.2 VRP, March 24, 2015 at 16; VRP March 25, 

2015 at 3. Nonetheless, this Court incorrectly applied a CR 

12(b)(6) review standard to the issues before it on appeal. 

The proper standard of review under these circumstances is 

under CR 56. KPC's Response at 37. A surrunary judgment ruling 

is reviewed de novo, with the appellate court engaging in the same 

inquiry as the trial court. Ellis v. City of Seattle, 142 Wn.2d 450, 

458, 13 P.3d 1065 (2000). On a motion for summary judgment, all 

facts submitted and reasonable inferences are viewed in the light 

most favorable to the norunoving party. SentinelC3, Inc. v. Hunt, 

181 Wn.2d 127, 140, 331P.3d 40 (2014). A party moving for 

summary judgment can meet its burden by pointing out to the trial 

court that the nonmoving party lacks sufficient evidence to support 

its claim. Guile v. BallardCommty Hasp., 70 Wn.App. 18, 21, 851 

2 This Court's observation that the "parties treated the underlying motion as a 
12(b )( 6) motion" is both incorrect and of no moment. Once matters outside the 
pleadings were considered, it became a CR 56 motion. The parties' "intentions" 
at that point are irrelevant. 
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P.2d 689, rev. denied, 122 Wn.2d 1010 (1993). Bare asse1tions do 

not constitute facts sufficient to defeat a motion for summary 

judgment. SentinelC3, 142 Wn.2d at 140. A party must present 

more than "ultimate facts" or conclusory statements to defeat 

summary judgment. !d. Similarly, supposition and opinion are 

insufficient to defeat summary judgment. !d. 

"Gross negligence" is "negligence substantially and 

appreciably greater than ordinary negligence," i.e., "care 

substantially or appreciably less than the quantum of care inhering 

in ordinary negligence." Nist v. Tudor, 67 Wash.2d 322, 331, 407 

P.2d 798 (1965); see 6 Washington Practice: Washington Pattern 

Jury Instructions: Civil 10.07 (6th ed.l997) ("gross negligence" is 

"the failure to exercise slight care."). A plaintiff seeking to prove 

gross negligence must supply "substantial evidence" that the 

defendant's act or omission represented care appreciably less than 

the care inherent in ordinary negligence. Boyce v. West, 71 

Wn.App. 657, 665, 862 P.2d 592 (1993). To meet this burden of 

proof on summary judgment, the plaintiff must offer something 

5844263.1 
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more substantial than mere argument that the defendant's breach of 

care arises to the level of gross negligence. CR56(e); Boyce, 71 

Wn.App. at 666. 

Here, there was no evidence of gross negligence presented 

to the trial court. Nothing. Not only was no evidence of gross 

negligence presented, plaintiff counsel, in oral argument and in 

briefing, clearly stated that the claims against KPC sounded in 

common law negligence. Gross negligence was not pled nor were 

facts presented that would have supported such a claim. 

Furthermore, this Court appears to have misUlldertood the salient 

facts in evaluating this issue. This case, as against KPC, involves a 

claim referred to in asbestos litigation as a "take home exposure". 

Mr. Doyle Hoffman worked at the KPC mill in the 1950's and 

1960's when plaintiff Larry Hoffman was a child. Larry Hoffman 

claims that his father worked with asbestos at KPC and brought it 

home on his clothing and body thereby exposing Larry to asbestos 

fibers. FUlldamental to this Court's misunderstanding of the nature 

of the claim against KPC is the Court's misinterpretation of a KPC 
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interrogatory response. 3 Not only is there no basis to conclude 

from tlle response that KPC had any knowledge of the danger of 

take·home ex:posure to asbestos, the Interrogatory response was 

never presented to the trial court. The evidence before the trial 

court was fuat gross negligence was never pled and that Plaintiffs' 

counsel asserted on the record that their claim against KPC was a 

common law negligence claim. "! want to make it clear to fue 

Court, we are pursuing a common law negligence claim against 

Ketchikan ... we claim Ketchikan knew or should have known of 

fuis risk." VRP, March 24, 2015 at 8. That was iL Plaintiffs 

offered nofuing more than fue argument of counsel (at a later time) 

that the gross negligence exception to the statute of repose applied. 

Because there was no admissible evidence before the court on the 

3 TI1e interrogatory question posed was Wllether Mr. Hoffman had any training 
with regards to hazards associated with asbestos prior to 1980. Mr. Hoffinan 
testified that he was a member of the pipcfittcrs union throughout his career. 
Retrospectively, counsel for KPC has learned in the course of litigation that the 
pipefitters union began warning their members of the potential hazards of 
asbestos in or around the late 1950s. KPC was never a member of any union nor 
did they receive publications from any union. There is no basis for the 
unsubstantiated leap that KPC was aware of the hazards of asbestos starting in 
the 1950s. More importantly, there is nothing to suggest that anyone at that time 
had knowledge of the potential risks oftake-home asbestos exposure. Appendix 
A atp. 8. 
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claim of gross negligence, dismissal of Plaintiffs claim was 

warranted as a matter of law. "The trial court therefore properly 

concluded that the Respondents had produced no admissible 

evidence in support of their [claim of gross negligence] prior to [or 

during] the summary judgment hearing." Sentine/C3, 181 Wn.2d 

at 142. 

The reason Plaintiffs offered no evidence of gross 

negligence at or p1ior to the hearing is because no such evidence 

exists. The testimony from their own experts clearly establishes 

that gross negligence is not applicable. The record demonstrates 

that Dr. Castleman, Plaintiffs' "state of the art" expert, had no 

knowledge of what was known or should have been known in 

Ketchikan, Alaska in 1966. (CP 944-47) Likewise, Mr. William 

Ewing, Plaintiffs' Certified Industrial Hygienist, testified that the 

first publication related to the issue of risk of asbestos related 

disease from take home exposure was Dr. Kilburn's paper 
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published in 1985, almost 20 years after Doyle Hoffman left 

Ketchikan Pulp. 4 (CP 951-52). 

Plaintiff did not and cannot establish that their claim falls 

within an exception to the Alaska Statute of Repose. 

B. Alaska's Statute of Repose Precludes Appellants' 
Claims and the Trial Court Properly Determined an 
Actual Conflict Existed. 

I. Whether an Actual Conflict Exists is the First Step 
in a Choice of Law Analysis. 

On March 13, 2015, the trial court ruled that the Alaskan 

statute of repose applied to the case. (CP 2920). Plaintiffs only 

argument to the trial court that no conflict existed was the purpose 

of the statutes was the same and that the product exception applied 

to General Electric. Appendix B, Plaintiffs' Response on Conflict 

of Law. After the CR 12(b)(6) motion was briefed (again Plaintiff 

never alleged there was no conflict due to the exceptions or that 

any exception applied) and the court indicated her belief that the 

4 Kilburn, et al, Asbestos Disease in Family Contacts of Shipyard Worker.•, Am. 
J. Pub. Health, June 1985 Vol. 75 No.6, Pages 615-17. The Kilburn paper does 
not discuss mesothelioma among sons of shipyard workers at aiL It pul]lorts to 
identily "asbestosis" among sons of shipyard workers although only I of79 
individuals examined metthe 1985 American Thoracic Society definition of 
asbestosis. (CP 958-60) 
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statute barred any claims against KPC, then Plaintiffs argued that 

an exception applied. Appendix C, Plaintiffs' Response to 

CR12(b)(6) Motion. 

When choice of law is disputed, "there must be an actual 

conflict between the laws or interests of Washington and the laws 

or interests of another state before Washington will engage in a 

conflict of Jaw analysis." Seizer v. Sessions, 132 Wn.2d 642, 648, 

940 P.2d 261 (1997). The preliminary question of whether there 

is an actual conflict is a legal question which, in this case, is not 

subject to review under a CR 12(b)(6) standard. Id. at 650. 

Choice of law is a question of law that is reviewed de novo by the 

appellate courts. Id. In a conflict of laws case, Washington courts 

decide the applicable law by determining which jurisdiction has 

the "most significant relationship" to the issue presented. Burnside 

v. Sampson Paper Co., 123 Wn.2d 93, 100, 864 P.2d 937 (1994); 

Johnson v. Spider Staging Corp., 87 Wn.2d 577, 580, 555 P.2d 997 

(1976); Werner v. Werner, 84 Wn.2d 360, 368, 526 P.2d 370 

(1974). 
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First, the trial court addressed the choice of law issue in a 

separate motion and had already determined that the Alaska Statute 

of Repose applied. Plaintiffs' efforts in the motion from which 

appeal was taken were directed to demonstrating that one of the 

exceptions to the Alaska statute of repose applied.5 Plaintiffs 

sought to have that decision reviewed under a CR 12(b)(6) 

standard, despite the fact that the choice of law question was 

brought in a separate motion and adjudged under a different 

standard. Second, even if this Court determined that the "actual 

conflict" question was part-and-parcel of the Cr 12(b)(6) motion, 

for the reasons stated above, that motion was treated by the trial 

court as a summary judgment proceeding and under the law, this 

Court was obligated to do the same. 

As set forth above, there was no evidence supporting a 

claim for gross negligence and therefore, the trial court properly 

'If Plaintiffs are correct that one of the exceptions to the Alaska statute of 
repose applies, this is all much ado about nothing because the Alaska statute of 
repose would not bar plaintiffs' claims. At that point, it does not matter whether 
Washington or Alaska law governs that issue because neither would operate as a 
bar. 
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held that the Alaska general statute of repose applied to the case 

and barred Plaintiffs personal injury claims against KPC. 

2. Even Assuming for the Sake of Argnment that a CR 
l2(b)(6) Standard Applied, there were no Facts 
Alleged in the Complaint to Support the Last 
Minute Gross Negligence Claim. 

On a 12(b)(6) motiOil, a challenge to the legal sufficiency 

of the plaintiffs allegations "must be denied unless it appears 

beyond doubt that plaintiff can prove no set of facts, consistent 

with the complaint, which would entitle the plaintiff to relief." 

Corrigal v. Ball & Dodd Funeral Home, Inc., 89 Wn.2d 959, 961, 

577 P.2d 580 (1978) citing Halverson v. Dahl, 89 Wn.2d 673, 674, 

574 P.2d 1190 (1978) and Berge v. Gorton, 88 Wn.2d 756, 759, 

567 P.2d 187 (1977). All facts alleged in the complaint aie taken 

as true. FutureSelect Portfolio Management Inc. v. Tremont 

Group Holdings, Inc., 180 Wn.2d 954, 331 P.3d 29 (2014). 

"Therefore, any hypothetical situation conceivably raised by the 

complaint defeats a 12(b)(6) motion if it is legally sufficient to 

support plaintiffs claim." Halverson, 89 Wn.2d at 675. 
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Here, Plaintiffs did not allege gross negligence in their 

Complaint, their First Amended Complaint or their Second 

Amended Complaint. Appendix D. In fact, Plaintiffs noted a 

special set motion to Amend the Complaint a third time on March 

24, 2015, after all briefing on the Motion to Dismiss for Failure to 

State a Claim had been filed, wherein Plaintiffs' did not seek to 

an1end the Complaint to add a claim of gross negligence against 

KPC nor did Plaintiffs seek to add any facts that would have 

supported such a claim. Appendix E. There are no hypothetical 

facts to be drawn from their Complaint that would warrant the 

assumption that KPC was grossly negligent. Even on appeal, 

Plaintiffs fail to set forth any additional facts that are not directly 

contradicted by the record which would warrant the assumption 

that gross negligence could apply in this case. The facts pleaded 

by Plaintiffs are insufficient to survive KPC's CR 12(b)(6) motion 

for failure to state a claim upon which relief can be granted. 
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As Judge van Doominck properly ruled, there is an actual 

conflict of law, the Alaskan Statute of Repose applies to this case 

and bars Plaintiffs' common law negligence claims against KPC. 

V. CONCLUSION 

For the reasons stated herein, this Court should reconsider 

and reverse its determination that the Alaska Statute of Repose 

exception for gross negligence potentially applies as to KPC. 

2016. 
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The Honorable K.A. Van Doominck 
Trial Date; March 23, 2015 

SUPERIOR COURT OF WASHINGTON FOR PIERCE COUNTY 

LARRY HOFFMAN and JUDITH HOFFMAN, 
husband and wife, 

Plaintiffs, 
v. 

NO. 14-2-07178-2 

KETCHIKAN PULP COMPANY'S 
OBJECTIONS AND RESPONSES TO 
PLAINTIFFS' INTERROGATORIES 

II ALASKAN COPPER COMPANIES, INC. et 
a!. 
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Defendants. 

Defendant, Ketchikan Pulp Company (hereafter "Ketchikan Pulp" or "Defendant''), hereby 

responds to Plaintiffs' Interrogatories (hereafter "Interrogatories") propounded by Plaintiffs 

Larry and Judith Hoffman (hereafter "Plaintiffs"), as follows: 

PRELIMINARY STATEMENT 

Louisiana-Pacific Corporation ("LP) acquired Ketchikan Pulp on September I, 1972. 

Many of the documents relating to the time Larry Hoffman was employed at Ketchikan Pulp 

no longer exist. As a result, collecting the detailed information requested in these 

22 Interrogatories requires the company to rely on the best recollections of those witnesses with 

23 

24 

25 

personal knowledge who are still available and the historical documents that still exist. These 

responses are based upon the information defendant has been able to obtain to date. However, 

Ketchikan Pulp's investigation of the facts relating to this case and its discovery in this action 
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are ongoing. Further discovery, independent investigation, legal research and analysis may 

supply additional facts, add meaning to known facts, and establish new factual conclusions and 

legal contentions, all of which may lead to additions, changes and or variations from the 

present response. Therefore, these responses are made without prejudice to Ketchikan Pulp's 

right to rely upon facts, documents, witnesses or other information discovered or developed 

after the date of these responses. The responses are based on information and belief of the 

person verifying the response. 

The responses contained herein are made in a good faith effort to supply as much 

factual information and as much specification of legal contentions as is presently known, but 

shall in no way lead to the prejudice of Ketchikan Pulp in relation to further discovery, 

research, or analysis. 

Because Plaintiffs' discovery requests are not always limited to the specific premises 

and time period alleged, such requests are overly broad, unduly burdensome, and 

objectionable. Defendant therefore objects to Plaintiffs' discovery to the extent that it seeks 

information not limited to Larry Hoffman's alleged work at Ketchikan Pulp during the years 

1966-1970. Accordingly, Defendant will respond to this discovery to the extent possible and 

supplement these responses as such information is obtained. 

GENERAL OBJECTIONS 

I. Ketchikan Pulp objects to Plaintiffs' Interrogatories to the extent that Plaintiffs 

have sought to impose upon Defendant duties and obligations in excess of those expressly set 

forth in the Washington Code of Civil Procedure. 

2. Ketchikan Pulp objects to Plaintiffs' Interrogatories on the grounds they contain 
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sub-parts, are compound, are conjunctive, are disjunctive, are not full and complete in and of 

2 themselves, contain unauthorized definitions and instructions, and are othelWise violative of 

3 the ntles of civil procedure of Washington. 
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3. Ketchikan Pulp also objects to Plaintiffs' Interrogatories in that they are vague, 

ambiguous, overbroad and excessively burdensome. 

4. Further, althougll Ketcllikan Pulp has made a good faith effort to respond to 

these Interrogatories to which it has not objected, in making such response, Ketchikan Pulp 

doe-s not purport to have adopted or applied any definitions set forth at the outset of or at places 

in Plaintiffs' Interrogatories, nor has Ketchikan Pulp assumed the improper, unproved, and 

hypothetical facts proffered by Plaintiffs. Additionally, Ketcl1ikan Pulp has not accepted the 

terminology or substance of Plaintiffs' claims incorporated in, implied in, or alluded to within 

Plaintiffs' Interrogatories. 

5. The responses made herein are made without in any way waiving or Intending 

to waive, but on the contrary expressly reserving: the right to object on the grounds of 

competency, privilege, relevancy, and materiality, or any other proper ground, to the use of 

such information, for any purpose, in whole or in part, in any subsequent proceeding in this 

action, or any other action; and the right to object on any grounds at any time, to any other 

discovery procedure involving or relating to the subject matter of this request. 

6. Ketchikan Pulp further objects to Plaintiffs' Interrogatories on the grounds and 

to the eKtent that said Interrogatories seek information protected by the attorney-client 

privilege, the attorney work-product privilege and any and all additional protections and 

privileges pursuant to Washington case and statutory law. 
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7. Ketchikan Pulp objects to Plaintiffs' Interrogatories to the extent they are not 

2 limited in scope to the specific location or products to which Plaintiffs were allegedly exposed. 
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8. Ketchikan Pulp objects to Plaintiff's Interrogatories as unreasonably cumulative 

and duplicative. 

These general objections are applicable to Ketchikan Pulp's response herein, whether or 

not specifically stated in such response and are hereby incorporated into such response by this 

reference. 

RESPONSES AND OBJECTIONS TO INTERROGATORIES 

INTERROGATORY NO.I: 

Do you contend that plaintiff was not exposed to asbestos-containing products for 
which you are legally responsible? 

RESPONSE: 

Yes. 

INTERROGATORY NO, 2: 

If your response to Interrogatory No. I is anything other than an unqualified "no," 
please state all facts upon which you base your contention. 

RESPONSE: 

Ketchikan Pulp is an employer immune from civil suit by employees in the state of 
Alaska. 

INTERROGATORY NO.3: 

If your response to Interrogatory No. 1 is anything other than an unqualified "no," 
please identify every person with knowledge of any facts which support that contention. 
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RESPONSE: 

We believe Mr. Hoffi man would have that knowledge. 

INTERROGATORY NO.4: 

If your response to I nterrogatory No. l is anything other than an unqualified "no," 
ining any fact which supports that contention. identify every document conta 

RESPONSE: 

Mr. Hoffman's social security records identify the time he was a KPC employee. 

INTERROGATORY NO.5: 

Do you contend that P laintiff did not inhale any asbestos fibers from products that you 
supplied? 

RESPONSE: 

Ketchikan Pulp did 
Ketchikan Pulp was produce 

not manufacture or supply asbC$tOs containing products. 
r of wood pulp products. 

INTERROGATORY NO.6: 

If your response to In terrogatory No. S is anything other than an unqualified "no," 
g your contention. please state all facts supportin 

RESPONSE: 

See Response to I NTERROGATORY 5 

INTERROGATORY NO.7: 

If your response to In terrogatory No. 5 is anything other than an unqualified "no," 
phone number all individuals who support your contention. please identify by address and 

RESPONSE: 

Pretty much any ad ulf and most claildrcn living in Kctchiltan at the time Mr. 
d be able to identify the products produced by KPC. Hoffman was employed woul 
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INTERROGATORY NO.8: 

If your response to Interrogatory No. 5 is anything other than an unqualified "no," 
please identify all documents that support your contention. 

RESPONSE: 

Ketchikan Pulp incorporates herein its Preliminary Statement and General 
Objections and further objects to this interrogatory on tho following specific 
grounds: the interrogatory Is overbroad, overly burdensome, lacks foundation and is not 
reasonably tailored to the facts of this case, and seeks documents and information that 
nrc not relevant or reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. 
Defendant further objects to this interrogatory to the extent that it seeks information that 
Is protected by the attorney client privilege, work product doctrine or is othcnvisc 
protected. Subject to and without waiving any objections, Defendant refers Plaintiffs to 
its response and objections to Interrogatory No.5, which nrc incorporated herein. 

INTERROGATORY NO.9: 

Do you contend that Plaintifrs mesothelioma was caused by anything other than 
exposure to asbestos fibers? 

RESPONSE: 

Ketchikan Pnlp objects to this interrogatory on the grounds that it calls for expert 
medical opinion which is non-discoverable expert information, CR 26 (S)(B} & (C). 
Ketchikan Pulp is still conducting dis~:ovcry with respect to medical causation. 

INTERROGATORY NO. tO: 

If your responsa to Interrogatory No. 9 is anything other than an unqualified "no,'' 
please state all facts supporting your contention. 

RESPONSE: 

Subject to and without waiving any objections, Defendant refers Plaintiffs to ita 
response· and objections to Interrogatory No.9, which nrc incorpo1·atcd herein, 

JNTERROGATORYNO.ll: 

If your response to Interrogatory No. 9 is anything other than an unqlllllified "no," 
please identify by address and phone number all individuals who support your contention. 
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RESPONSE: 

Subject to and withou 
response and objections to Int 

INTERROGATORY NO. 12: 

t waiving any objections, Defendant refers Plaintiffs to its 
crrogatory No.9, which arc incorporated herein. 

If your response to Int errogatory No. 9 is anything other than an unqualified "no," 
at support your contention. please identify all documents th 

RESPONSE: 

Subject to and withou 
response and objections to Jnt 

INTERROGATORY NO.l3: 

t waiving any objections, Defendant refers Plaintiffs to its 
crrogatory No.9, which arc incorporated herein. 

Did you hire any con tractors to perfonn work at the Ketchikan Pulp mill during the 
years 1968-1970, inclusive? 

RESPONSE: 

Ketchikan Pulp is awa re of no person associated with company management who 
ial knowledge of this subject. However, Ketchikan believes 

mill was performed by independent contractors during the 
is still living that has tcstimon 
it is likely that work at the 
subjoct period. 

INTERROGATORY NO. 14: 

If your response to Int 
please slate all facts supporting 

errogatory No. 13 is anything other than an unqualified "no," 
your contention. 

RESPONSE: 

See Response to Interr ogntory No. 13 

INTERROGATORY NO. IS: 

If your response to lnt errogatory No. 13 is anything other than an unqualified "no," 
phone number all individuals who support your contention. please Identify by address and 
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RESPONSE: 

Sec Response to lntcrr ogatory No. 13 

INTERROGATORY NO. 16: 

If your response to Int errogatory No. 13 is anything other than an unqualified "no," 
at support your contention please identify all documents th 

RESPONSE: 

Ketchikan Pulp is cur rcntly aware of no documents that address the subject of 
Intcrrog11tory 13. 

INTERROGATORY N0.17: 

Do you contend that Pia intiffhad any training with regards to hazards of asbestos prior 
to 19807 

RESPONSE: 

Yes, 

INTERROGATORY NO. 18: 

If your answer to the pr evious interrogatory was anything other than an unqualified 
your content your contention. "no," state the facts that support 

RESPONSE: 

The fact that working with asbestos containing thermal insulation products was 
well documented in the literature promulgated by the 
rs, dating back to the late 1950's. 

potentially hazardous was 
pipcfitters union to its mcmbc 

INTERROGATORY NO. 19: 

Do you contend that any entity names in the caption of the Complaint filed in this 
leged damages? action, is liable for plaintiff's al 
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RESPONSE: 

Kctcllikan Pulp incorporates herein its Preliminary Statement and General 
Objections and further objects to this interrogatory on the following specific 
grnunds: the Interrogatory is overbroad, overly burdensome, lacks foundation and is not 
reasonably tailored to the facts of this ease, and seeks documents and information that 
arc not relevant or reasonably calculated to lend to the discovery of admissible evidence. 
Defendant further objects to this interrogatory to the extent that it seeks information that 
is within the Plaintifrs knowledge nnd control. We assume that the plaintiff satisfied its 
Rule 11 obligations and had credible evidence against each party it sued at the time the 
original complaint and subsequent amendments were filed. 

INTERROGATORY NO. 20: 

If your answer to the previous interrogatory was anything other than an unqualified 
"no," state all facts that support your contention. 

RESPONSE: 

Defendant refers Plaintiffs to its response and objections to Interrogatory No. 19, 
which nre Incorporated herein. 

INTERROGATORY NO. 21: 

Do you contend that any entity, including any bankrupt entity or trust, other than those 
named in the Complaint, are liable for Plaintiffs alleged damages? 

RESPONSE: 

Yes. 

INTERROGATORY NO. 22: 

If your answer to the previous interrogatory was anything other than an unqualified 
"no," state all facts that support your contention. 

RESPONSE: 

Plaintiff's work history discloses that he was likely exposed to asbestos containing 
products from many different entities and by many different entities, including entities 
for which n bankrupll'Y trust exists, particularly with respect to thermal insulation 
prod nels. 

KI!TCiliKAN PULP COMPANY'S OllJECTIONS AND RESPONSilS TO 
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INTERROGATORY NO. 23: 
Identify each deposition in which your personnel provided testimony in an asbestos 

related action? 

RESPONSE: 

Ketchikan Pulp incorporates herein its Preliminary Statement and General 
Objections and further objects to this interrogatory on the following specific 
grounds: the interrogatory is overbroad, overly burdensome, lacks foundation and is not 
reasonably tailored to the facts of this ease, and seeks documents and information that 
are not relevant or reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. 
Defendant further objects to this interrogatory to the extent that it seeks information that 
is protected by tho attorney client privilege, work product doctrine or is otherwise 
protected, Defendant further objects to this interrogatory to the extent that it seeks 
information for periods beyond when Mr. Hoffman was employed by the company. 
Subject to and with nut waiving these objections, Defendant will identify the transcripts of 
whieb it is aware. At this point, no such transcripts have been located. 

REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION 

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.1: 

Please produce all documents identified in response to the interrogatories served on you 
simultaneously herewith 

RESPONSE: 

Ketchikan Pulp objects to Ibis request for production as overly broad, vague and 
unduly burdensome, Kctebilcan Pulp further objects as the request i8 not tailored to 
Plaintiff's alleged exposure. Ketchiknn Pulp believes tbllt all the documents specifically 
identified in the foregoing answers to interrogatories are either in the Plaintiff's 
possession or equally available to them. 

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.2; 

All documents in your possession or control which support your contention, if any, that 
Plaintiff was never exposed to asbestos fibers released from asbestos containing products 
supplied by you. 
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RESPONSE: 

Ketchikan Pulp did not manufacture or supply asbestos containing products. 
Ketchikan Pulp was producer of wood pulp products. 

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.3: 

All documents in your possession or control which support your contention, if any, that 
Plaintiff was never exposed to asbestos fibers released from asbestos containing products used 
by you. 

RESPONSE: 

Kctehiknn Pulp objects to this request f()r production as overly broad, vague and 
unduly burdensome. Ketchikan Pulp further objects as the request is not tailored to 
Plaintiff's alleged exposure. Subject to and without waiving such objects, Louisiana 
Pacific purchased the Ketchikan Pulp mill in 1972. At the time of purchase, the 
Ketchikan Pulp Company did not have an established records retention policy. A 
diligent search of the available Ketchikan Pulp Company records has revealed there arc 
no remaining Company records for the time periods sought. Investigation and discovery 
continues and Ketchikan Pulp reserves its right to supplement this discovery 
answer. Ketchikan Pulp has identified volumes of archived documents from the 1990s 
that may be responsive and is in the process ofJ"evicwing those documents to determine 
whether they nl'c response and, or, privileged. 

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 4: 

All documents in your possession or control which support your contention, if any, that 
plaintiff was exposed to asbestos fibers, from any source, at any time during his lifetime. 

RESPONSE: 

Ketchikan Pulp objects to this request for production as overly broad, vague, 
unduly burdensome and not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible 
evidence. Ketchikan Pulp further objects as the request calls for materials protected by 
the work product doctrine and/or attorney/client privilege. Moreover, ali of the materials 
requested are equally available to or in the possession of the l'laintiff. Without waiving 
such objections, the following may be potentially responsive: the complaint, Plaintiffs' 
responses to discovery requests; responsive pleadings from the parties; deposition 
transcripts and attendant documents of all witnesses proffered to date, Plaintiff's medical 
and social security records; plaintiff's bankruptcy trust applications and related 
documentation; any and all materials related to any union of which Plaintiff was a 
member. Discovery and investigation arc ongoing and Ketchikan Pulp reserves the right 
to amend or supplement this response. 
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REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.5: 

All documents in your possession or control which support your contenlion, if any, that 
plaintiff's mesothelioma was caused by anything other than exposure to asbestos. 

RESPONSE: 

Expert discovery is ongoing in the case. Ketchikan Pulp reserves the right to 
supplement this response after the conclusion of expert discovery. 

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.6: 

All copies of all reports, declarations, correspondence and records which relate to the 
subject mauer of this case from any expert who Is expected to testifY at trial, either with respect 
to issues such as state-of-the-art, standard threshold limits, government or military 
specifications, industrial hygiene, ship or railroad design or construction warnings, friability of 
your products, health hazard involving your products, general medical issues relating to 
asbestos disease and their causes or and with respect to any individual plaintiff's case. 

RESPONSE: 

Ketchikan Pulp objects to this request for production as overly broad, vague, 
unduly burdensome and not reasonably calculated to lend to the discovery of admissible 
evidence. Kctcbikan Pulp furtber objects as the request calls for materials protected by 
the work product doctrine aud/or attorney/client privilege, Moreover, all of the materials 
requested nrc equally available to or in the possession of the Plaintiff. Without waiving 
such objections, the following may be potentially responsive: all expert depositions and 
materials discussed and or relied upon in the course thereof. Expert discovery is ongoing 
in the case. Ketchikan Pulp reserves the right to supplement this response after the 
conclusion of expert discovery. 

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.7: 

All copies of reports, declarations, correspondence and records which relate to the 
subject matter of this case from any non.expert witnesses, in your possession or control, that 
pertain, in any way to the subject matter of this case. 
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RESPONSE: 

Ketchikan Pulp objects to this request for production as overly broad, vague, 
unduly burdensome and not reasonably calculated to lend to I be discovery of admissible 
evidence. Ketchikan Pulp further objects as the request calls for materials protected by 
the work product doctrine and/or attorney/client privilege. 

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.8: 

All documents in your possession or control which support your contention, if any, that 
you did not hire comractors to perfonn work at Ketchikan Pulp Mill during the years 1 968-
1970, inclusive. 

RESPONSE: 

Ketchikan Pulp objects to tbis request for production as overly broad, vague and 
unduly burdensome. Ketchikan Pulp further objects as the request Is not tailored to 
Pluintirrs alleged exposure. Subject to and without waiving such objpcts, Louisiana 
Pacific purchased the Ketchikan Pulp mill in 1972, At the time of purchase, the 
Ketchikan Pulp Company dld not have an established records retention policy. A 
diligent search uf the available Ketchikan Pulp C()mpany records has revealed there arc 
no remaining Cumpany records for the time periods sought. Investigation and discovery 
continues and Ketchikan Pulp reserves its right to supplement this discovery 
answer. Ketchikan Pulp has identified volumos of archived documents from the 1990s 
that may be responsivo and is in the process of reviewing those documents to determine 
whether they nrc response and, or, privileged. 

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 9: 

All documents in your possession or control relating to the contractors you hired to 
work at Ketchikan Pulp Mill during the years 1968-1970, inclusive. 

Ketchikan Pulp objects to tbis request for production as overly broad, vague and 
unduly burdensome. Ketchikan Pulp further objects as the request is not tailored to 
Plaintiff's alleged exposure. Subjctt to and wilbout waiving such objects, Louisiana 
Pacific purchased the Ketchikan Pulp mill in 1972. At the time of purchase, the 
Ketchikan Pulp Company did not have an established records retention policy, A 
diligent search of tbe available Ketchikan Pulp Company records bas revealed there are 
no remaining Company records for the time periods sought. Investigation and discovery 
continues and Ketchikan Pulp reserves its right to supplement tbis discovery 
answer, Ketcllikan Pulp bas Identified volumes of archived documents from the 1990s 
that may be responsive and is in the process of reviewing those documents to determine 
whether they arc response and, or, privileged. 
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REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 10: 

All documents relating to your supply, purchase, ordering, requesting, or delivery of 
asbestos-containing products to Ketchikan Pulp Mill in Ward Cover, AK during the years 
1968·1970 inclusive. 

RESPONSE: 

Ket4!hikan Pulp objects to this request for production as overly broad, vague and 
unduly burdensome. Ketchikan Pulp further objects as the request is not tailored to 
Plaintiffs alleged exposure. Subject to and 'vlthout waiving such objects, Louisiana 
Pacific purchased the Ketchikan Pulp mill in 1972. At the time of purchase, the 
Ketchikan Pulp Company did not have an established records retention policy. A 
diligent search of the available Ketchikan Pulp Company records has revealed there are 
no remaining Company records for the time periods sought. Investigation and discovery 
continues and Ketchikan Pulp reserves its right to supplement this discovery 
answer. Kctcbilcan Pulp has identified volumes ofarchivcd documents from the 1990s 
that may be responsive and is in the process of reviewing those documents to determine 
whether they arc response and, or, privileged. 

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 11: 

All turbine files In your possession for the Ketchikan Pulp Mill in Ward Cove, AK. 

RESPONSE: 

Ketchikan Pulp objects to this request for production as overly broad, vague and 
unduly burdensome. Ketchikan Pulp further objects as the request is not tailored to 
Plaintifrs alleged exposure. Subject to and without waiving such objects, Louisiana 
Pacific purchased the Ketchikan Pulp mill in 1972. At the time of purchase, the 
Ketchikan Pulp Company did not have nn established records retention policy. A 
diligent search oftbe available Ketchikan Pulp Company records bas revealed there are 
no remaining Company records for the time periods sought. Investigation and discovery 
continues and Ketchikan l'ulp reserves its right to supplement this discovery 
answer. Ketchikan Pulp bas identified volumes of archived documents from the 1990s 
that may be responsive and is in the process of reviewing those documents to determine 
whether they arc response and, or, privileged. 

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 12: 

All documents relating to your record retention policy. 
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RESPONSE: 

Attached is the records retention system. 

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 13: 

All documents that refer or relate to any warning, caution, notification, guidelines, 
practices, advice, recommendation, and/or like information/communication concerning the 
hazards of asbestos, the association between asbestos and asbestos-related diseases, TLVs, 
recommended practices for working with and/or around asbestos/asbestos-containing products 
and/or any risklprecaution relating to asbestos received or generated by you before 1980. 

Ketchikan Pulp objects to this request for production as overly broad, vague and 
unduly burdensome. Ketchikan Pulp further objects ns the request is not tailored to 
Plaintifrs alleged exposure. Subject to and without waiving such objects, Louisiana 
Pacific purchased the Ketchikan Pulp mill in 1972. At the time of purchase, the 
Ketchikan Pulp Company did not have an established records ntcntion policy. A 
diligent search of the avnilnble Ketchikan Pulp Company records has revealed there are 
no remaining Company records for the time periods sought. Investigation and discovery 
continues and Ketchikan Pulp reserves its right to supplement this discovery 
answer. Ketchikan Pulp hns identified volumes of archived documents from the 1990s 
that may be responsive and is in the process ofrcvicwing those documents to determine 
whether they are response and, or, privileged. 

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 14: 

All documents prepared, reviewed, issued or commented on by you relating in any way 
to warnings, potential health hazards, instructions or precautions regarding the use or handling 
of, or exposure to, asbestos, asbestos-containing products, and/or asbestos-containing 
materials. 

RESPONSE: 

Ketchikan Pulp objects to this request for production as overly broad, vague and 
unduly burdensome. Ketchikan Pulp further objects as the request is not tailored to 
Plaintifrs alleged exposure, Subject to and without waiving such objects, Louisiana 
Pacific purchased the Ketchikan Pulp mill in 1972. At the time of purchase, the 
Ketchikan Pulp Company did not have an established rccorcls retention policy. A 
diligent search oftbe available Ketchikan Pulp Company records bas revealed there nrc 
no remaining Company records for the time periods sought. Investigation and discovery 
continues and Ketchikan Pulp reserves its right to supplement tbis discovery 
answer. Ketchikan Pulp has identified volumes of archived documents from the 1990s 
that may be responsive and is in the process of reviewing those documents to determine 
whether they are response and, or, privileged. 
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REQUEST Ji'OR PRODUCTION NO. 15: 

All statements, recorded imerviews, films, videotapes, reports, questionnaires, fonns or 
other documents made, submitted, complied, prepared for filled out by you, on your behalf of, 
or under your direction relating in any way to exposure or alleged exposure to asbestos, 
asbestos-containing products relating to this lawsuit, except that information prepared by, for, 

5 or at the request of defendant's counsel must be identified (Including the date made), but need 
not be produced without an order by the Court, provided that written or recorded 

6 communication between plaintiff and counsel, made after an attorney-client relationship has 
been established need not be produced or identified. 
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Ketchikan Pulp objects to this request for production as overly broad, vague and 
unduly burdensome. Ketchikan Pulp further objects as the request is not tailored to 
PlaintlfPs alleged exposure. Subject to and without waiving such objects, Louisiana 
Pacific purchased the Ketchikan Pulp mill in 1912. At the time of purchase, the 
Ketchikan Pulp Company did not have nn established records retention policy. A 
diligent search of the available Ketchikan Pulp Company records has revealed there are 
no remaining Company records for the time periods sought. Investigation and discovery 
continues and Ketchikan Pulp reserves its right to supplement this discovery 
answer. Ketchikan Pulp has identified volumes of archived documents from the 1990s 
thnt may be responsive and is in the process of reviewing those documents to determine 
whether they arc rcsp1msc and, or, privileged. 

Responses to INTERROGATORIES and REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION submitted 
this 301

h day of January, 201 S. 

s/David A. Shaw. WSBA #08788 
David A. Shaw, WSBA #08788 
Mallka Johnson, WSBA #39608 
Attorneys for Ketchikan Pulp Company 
WILLIAMS, KASTNER & GIBBS PLLC 
601 Union Street, Suite 4100 
Seattle, WA 98101·2380 
Telephone: (206) 628-6600 
Fax: (206) 628-6611 
Email: WKOI!sbesros@williamskastner.com; 
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I'LAINTiffS'INTERROOATORIBS·I6 

WUUtnn,, Kastntr & Gibbs PLL.C 
601 UnionStrret.Suite4lOO 
Soanle, W~•hlng<on 981 01-nso 
(206) 628·6600 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

2 The undersigned certifies under penalty of perjury under the laws of the Stale of 

3 Washington that on the below date, I caused to be served via email, messenger, and/or U.S. 

4 Mail, postage pre-paid, a true and correct copy of the foregoing document to the following: 
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7 

Brian D. Weinstein 
Benjamin R. Couture 
Marissa C. Langhoff 
WEINSTEIN COUTURE PLLC 
8 I 8 Stewart Street, Suite 930 
Seattle, WA 981 0 l 

8 Email: service@weinsteincouture.com 

9 
Attomeys for Plaintiff 

10 

11 

12 

G. William Shaw 
K&L GATES LLP 
925 Fourth Ave., Suite 2900 
Seattle, WA 98104 
Email: SE.Asbestos@klgates.com 

13 Attomey for Alaskan Copper Compa11ies, 
Cmne Co. 

14 

15 

16 

17 

Mark B. Tuvim 
Kevin J. Craig 
GORDON & REES, LLP 
70 I Fifth Avenue, Suite 21 00 
Seattle, WA 98104 
Email: asbestos-sea@gordonrees.com 

18 Attomeys for Asbestos Corporatio11 Limited 

19 Diane J. Kero 
GORDON THOMAS HONEYWELL, LLP 

20 600 University Street, Suite 2100 
Seattle, WA 98101 
Email: servlcc@gth-law.com 21 

22 
Attorney for Certail1Teed Corporation, Uniou 
Carbide Corporation 

23 

24 

25 

William A. Levin 
Tim Pearce 
BoLee 
LEVIN SIMES LLP 
353 Sacramento Street, 20111 Floor 
San Francisco, CA 94111 
Email: wlevin@levinsimes.com; 
tpearce@lcvinsimes.com; 
blec~levinsimes.com 
Co-lnmse/ for Plailll{/f 

William E. Fitzharris, Jr. 
David E. Chawes 
Jennifer D. Loynd 
PREO O'DONNELL & GILLETI PLLC 
90 I Fifth Avenue, Suite 3400 
Seattle, W A 98164 
Email: asbestos@poglaw.com 
Attomeys for Armstrong llltematiomr/, Inc. 

Anne D. Foster 
DUNN CARNEY ALLEN HIGGINS & 
TONOUELLP 
851 SW Sixth Ave., Suite 1500 
Portland, OR 97204 
Email: asbestos@dunncarney.com 
Attorney for AW Chesterton Limited 

Christopher S. Marks 
Megan M. Coluccio 
SEDGWICK, LLP 
520 Pike Street, Suite 2200 
Seattle, W A 9810 I 
Email: Asbestos.Seattle@sedgwicklaw.com 
Atfomeys for Ge11eral Electic Company; and 
Wllitney floldi11g Corp. 
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(106) 628·6000 
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Barry N. Mesher 
Brian D. Zeringer 
SEDGWICK, LLP 

2 520 Pike Street, Suite 2200 
Seattle, W A 981 0 I 

3 Email: Asbestos.Seattle@sedgwicklaw.com 
Allomeysfor Georgia-Pacific LLC 

4 
Ronald C. Gardner 

5 GARDNER TRABOLSI & ASSOCIATES 
PLLC 

6 2200 Sixth Avenue, Suite 600 
Seattle, WA 98121 

7 Email: asbestos@gandtlawfinn.com 
Attomey for Ojl Holdi11gs Corporatioll 

8 

9 
Timothy K. Thorson 
CARNEY BADLEY SPELLMAN, P.S. 
701 Fifth Avenue, Suite 3600 

10 Seattle, WA 98104 

11 

12 

Email: asbestos@camey1aw.com 
Atlomey for Saberl1ageu Holdiugs, luc.; a11d 
Cleaver Brooks, I11c. 

Dana C. Kopij 
13 WILLIAMS, KASTNER & GIBBS 

601 Union Street, Suite 4100 
14 Seattle, WA 98!01 

Email: wkgasbestos@williamskastner.com 
IS Alloruey for Expert Drywall, I lie. 

16 

Robert G. Andre 
Aaron Ricnsche 
OGDEN MURPHY WALLACE, PLLC 
901 Fifth Avenue. Suite 3500 
Seattle, W A 98164 
Email: asbestos@omwlaw.com 
Attomeys for Oakfabco, luc. 

Mark J, Fucile 
Daniel J. Reising 
FUCILE & REISING, LLP 
800 NW Sixth Avenue, Suite 211 
Portland, OR 97209 
Emai 1: service@frllp.com 
Attomeys for Owell$-11/lllo/s, Inc. 

Jeffrey M. Wolf 
Nicole R. MacKenzie 
WILLIAMS, KASTNER & GIBBS 
601 Union Street, Suite 4100 
Seattle, WA 98101 
Email: y;kggsbestos@williamskastner.com 
Attomey for Kaiser Gypsum Company, lz1c. 
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Signed at Seattle, Washington this 301
h day of January, 2015. 

s/Diane M. Bulis 
WILLIAMS, KASTNER & GIBBS PLLC 
60 I Union Street, Suite 4100 
Seattle, WA 98101·2380 
Telephone: (206) 628·6600 
Fax: (206) 628-6611 
Email: dbulis@williamskastner.com 
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Wllll~rn!l1 Kaalnllr & Gibbs PLLC 
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(206)613-<i~OO 
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Record Retell Uon Period Office orRccol'd Series 

AOM3000·7 Affirmative Acllonl'lans ACT+l Locntlo"HR 
HUM2000 Appllcnut Flies: Hourlyl'oslllons l LocuUonHR 

HUM2000•2 Appllcnut VIlest Posilivc On1g Tests z LooatlonHR 
Corporute 

HUM2000·3 ApJ>llnnnt Flies: Sntnrled Positions z HJVWorkforcc 
Plnnnlng 

HUM1010·3 Rcnofit Plnns & Pa·ocodurost Actunrlal 
ACT+7~ CorpQrnle HRlDenefils Rep oris 

Douclll Plans & Pr•oeodu,..., Dlsllblllty, 
HUMIOIO ESOT, ESPPJ Gl'OIIp IllSllffUICQ, Pt'Dilt 99 Corporutelffi!Benefils 

Shoring, nnd Sick Lenvo 

HUMIOJ0·2 D(lucnt Plnns & Proccdn1't!l~ EdncntJnnnl AC1'+7 Corpora to Logo! Asslstnnoo & Rcloontion 

HUM1020·3 Deuotlll'lnns & l'••ooodllrcs: Enat>loyoo u Originating 
Rclocnllon Fil .. Dept/Locll!lon 

LB02000· CollooUve llnrgnlnlng Agrocmonts PERM Corporate Legal 
33 

HUM1010·4 Employee 401(1!) Roeo•·ds AC'l'+6 Corporale HRIBenems 
li.UMIOJO Employoo Donofif File• Jncludhag Eleotlous AC'r+s CorporateiWilcneflts 

HUMI020.2 Employee ESPP Recor~s ACT+6 Corpon11e HlVBenefils 

AOM3DOO· Employee Mnnuals PERM Corporate HR 
10 

HUM4010 Employee Modicnl File• PERM CorpOI'IIte f!J\Illeneflts 

HUM4040 llmployee Ooeupnlinnnl HeniiiJ ll'!los: l Loention liR Drug/Alcohol Tcsllng 

Employoo Oooupntlonnl Hcnlfh l'lloor 

http://recordsretention.!pcorp.com/RelentionPI'intView.aspx?msg"'AII Retention Records l/30/2015 



Records Retention l'rlnt View Page 6 of 13 

Record 
Retention l'erlod orncc ornecord Series 

HUM404l llJ'Ug/Aicoltol Tosllng: Avlntlon/ s LoClltionHR Trnn!i'JlDI'fnUon Workers 

HUM4030 Em(lloyoo Occnpatlonnlll•rdtll Filos: PERM Location Hit Hnmrdous .Exposure 

HUM30l0-3 Employoo Official l'orsonncllillc: Hourly PERM LocatlonHR 
HUM30l0-4 Emplnyoo Officio I l'••~onnoll!llos: Snlorlod PERM Corpornte HR Payroll 
ACCI020 liiUIJloyoo Payroll FJlos: Hourly ACft6 Corporate HRII'oyroll 

J.BGS000·6 F.qunl Employment Oppor!ttnlty l'orms CY-1-3 =role orkfbroe 
Plonnlng 

ACCI020•2 G tll'lllslun outs Acr+G Corpomt• HRIPnyroll 
LllGSOOO· Govct•nmcnt Reporting: JJonollts & Snlm'Y G; Corpomte HRIBcno!ll.<l 16 Ad ml n 1st"' II on 
HUM5000.5 I:IR Trnlnlng Mnlct•lnls Acr+3 LocationHR 
tnGSOOO• 1·9 Dooutnonlntlon Acr+J* l..nc:otlonHR IS 

Corporate 
HUM2000-4 Job Announccntonl.<l & lllds ACT-1-2 HR/Workforco 

Planning 

LBG40D0-4 LBbor A1•bltrntion Files ACT+6 Originating 
Doptfl.oc:ollon 

HUM9900 L~bor Ilulon Montlngs s LocatlonRR 
ACCI020-3 l'ny1'CII Syslonl Flies MAX6 Corpornlo HRIP•yroll 

HUM6000 Snlnry Surveys CY+3 Corporate 
HRICompensnlion 

HUM3010.6 SuparvlllCW18' Employee Fil~ ACI' Supervlror 

ACCJ021 Tlmo Cnrdsfl'lmo Sbools & Pnyt·o!l 3 Locnlion HR Documontnllon Rooot•ds 

liUM4021 Woo·lco1'S1 Componsntlon Clnhn llilcs 50 Claim Handling 
Loc~tion 

HUM4020 Wot•lmo••' Compcnsnllon Jnjnry J.l'lles 50 LooationHR 

Infol'mation Technology 

Record Sorles lloton lion Period Ofllce or Record 

HISlOOO · Computet• DAcltttps SUI.' Location IT 

ADM2010·2 Compulol" Hardwnro Docunumtnllon ACT LoonUoniT 
MJS200Q..2 Comp.-CG)' Sonw..-rel)o~ltmcntntlou AC'I' Location IT 

Internal Audit 

Record Ro!cnllon Period ornoo of Record 
Series 

ADM3010·4 lnlao'Jml Audit Admlnlsto·ntlon & Schl>llnllng 8 Corporal<: lntcrnnl 
1\cpOI'($ A~tdlt 

Corpollllc )ntcronl 

http://recordsrelenlion.lpcorp.com/RetentionPrintView.uspx?msg=AII Retention Reecrds 1/30/2015 



Records Retention Print View Page 7 ()f 13 

Record Rotonllon l'orlod Office of Record Series 
ADM3010.S lntomnl Audit Reports & Worltpnpors 8ff Audit 

Legal 

Record Retention Period Office or Record Series 

LllOSOOil-2 Aboud on01l P•·opel'ly Reports AC'l"r!O Cotpomte Legnl 
LBOJOJD·2 Aognlsltlons, Mol'gol'l1, & Dlvcslltm•es Pl!l\M Corpomto Legnl 

LllGIOOO Al'llclos & Certlnanles or lnco••porntlon l'l!llM Corporate Legnl &Dylnwa 

LEO! OlD Board or Directors: Mlnutos, Consents, & PERM Corpornto Legnl NoUcos 

LE04000·S Clshns1 'Demond& & G .. !cvnaccst Nol AC'l'+S Corporate Legal Rolntod to llcol r•·opot•ty 

LE04000·7 Clnlm:r, Demands & Grievances: Ronl AC'r+B Corporate Legnl Property 

LEOJOIO Clnlms; Product Llnbilily ACT+ IS Claim Hnndllng Location 
LllG70D0·3 Copyrights PERM Corporate Legal 
1..1!01000·2 Corporaf0 Governance Records l'EllM Corporate Logul 

LEGS000-14 lntornnl Compllnncolnvesllgntionst ACT+6 Corporate 
Reports & Workpnpc•~ Legul/Compllnnoo 

LB05000·13 Legnt Compllnnco Programs ACT+S Corporate 
Logni/Complinnoe 

LEOGOID-2 LegAl Opinions J.>EllM Corporato LoBal 
UlGGOOO Lognll'••ojoc!s ACT+5 Corpornte Legnl 
LllG4000·8 LUJgnUom court Case Files ACT+JS Corporate Lognl 

LE040l0.2 Llllgntlon: Judgmonts, Soltlomou ts, & l'ERM Corporal• Legal 
Ord••~ 

l.BGI020.8 Nl'SB Jllllngs & Listings 6i: Corporate Legal 

LB07000 l'ntonls Including Pnlont Agroomenls & PERM Corporate Legal Applhmtlous 

LBOJOIJ Pl'OX)' Sin lemont. Including Shareholder PERM Corporate Logo! Nollcos 
LllOS020.J8 QuniiOcnUons 1'o Do llusiollSS PEI!M Corporate Logal 
LB0202().8 llonl Property Records: Gon•r•l l'F..IlM Or!glnntlng Dcpt/Loeollon 

ADM3000·S Rqcorthr Ro1cnUou SehcdUI~;J PEltM Corporate Legnl/COrporatc 
Records 

LE05000·20 Uoporls & Forms Submitted to G Corporate Logo! Govol·nmcnl 

Lll05000·2l Uoporls & Forms Submlllod to PERM Corporeto Legal Govol'llmeut (Cnu•dn) 
!,B0102D·3 SEC Filings & L!sllnes ACT+lO~ Corporola Legnl 

ACC10DO·l3 Stuwolooldor Dlvl~cnds & Distribution• ACT+U* Corporntc Legal 

L!!OI020·4 Shnrcll~ldar ffistorient ncrartmc.a PERM Corporetel.egnl Mntcrlnls 
UlOJOlO·J Slonrclo oldco· Minutes & Consents PERM Corpornte Legal 

ll!tp://recordsrelention.Jpcorp.com/RetentionPrintView.nspx?msg~All Retention Records 1130/2015 
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Record Re\unUonl'crlotl Office of RccOJ'cl Scrio.g 

LEOIOI3·2 Shna~boldcL' P1·oxloe.¥ CY+l Corporntol..ognt 

Lll01020 Shnrcholdcr Records ACI'+IO Corporntc Legal 

LE01020•2 SltnrcboldoJ' RccoJ•ds (Cnundn) PERM Corpornte Legal 

LE01010·2 Shnrcll oldw Vollng CY+l Corpornta Lognl 

LB01020·5 S11b•ldlmoy Stocil Boolts PERM Corpomlc Lcgol 

Ll!G7000•4 Trnda~naJ•It/LicciJs• Agi'Ccmcii\S PERM CCrpornlo Legal 

LBG7000·S Trndomnrlts PERM Corpomto Legal 

LBG2000·13 WarrnnUes PERM Originating DcpVLocat!on 

Logistics 

Record 
Rolont!on l'orlod Ofliec of Uccord 

Series 

LE04000·2 All Depnrtmcn!s1 Cnrrlcr/Relond Dnn•ngc Clnlms G Logistics 

ACCIOOG All Dopo1imonts: Choelt Requests ·~ 
Aceauntin~ 
Center 

ACCJ000-2 All DcpRrlmcnts• VendorJnvolc'" ·~ 
Accounlin~ 
Center 

TRAI000-4 CCM: Automated Export System (AES} 6t Logistics • CCM 
TRAI000-5 CClVII Ccrllflcnto or Origin 6 Logistics • CCM 

TMI000·7 CCM: ContJnuous Surety llond 6 Loglsti"' • CCM 
TRA\000·6 CCM: Customs llhodlnc !luling> 6 Logistics • CCM 
TRAI00().9 CCM: Customs Compllnnco Mnnunl (SOPs) ACT+G J.ogistics • CCM 
TRAIOOO.IO cCM: Customs lmpol'l Eng•'Y Pltg 750113461 1* Logistics • CCM 

TRAIOOO·II CCM: Custom• Mg!. & Con>pllnnco Rcquost 7* LogistiC>· CCM Dntnshcet 

TRAIOOD-12 CCM: Customs Rcquost fo1· lnformntlon 6 Logistics. CCM 

TRAlOOO•IJ CCM: Drnwbnclts (refunds of duty) 6* l.oglslles • CCM 

TRA\000·8 CCM: EXJ>Orl Order Files ond Shlp(llng Gt Logistics· CCM Dor:!\tmcnts 

Lll0S000·24 CCM: FCC Fonn 740 G* Logistics • CCM 

LEOS000·2S CCM: FDA Fo1·m 2877 "* Logistics • CCM 

MIS3000-3 
CCM: ln\ol'nnl Trndo Conopllnnoo Tl·ntulng ACT Logistics· CCM Datnba•o 

TRAIOOO CClVI: Llqnldntlon Courtcsy Notlecs 6~ Logistics • CCM 

ACCI000·3 CCM: 1\fonnnl DOL 6~ Loglitlcs • CCM 
ACCI000,4 CCM: Mnnnnl Pnoldng Ust 6i: Logistics- CCM 

TRAI00().2 CCM: NAFTA Cortlflcntos 
"* 

Logistics • CCM 
TRA\000·3 CCM: NAFTA Qnni!OcntJonslllllclt·np 6 Loglstlco.t • CCM 
Ll~2000·23 CCM: Power of Attornoy 6 LogistiC>· CCM 

LE02000·24 CCMc PoWOI' or AUomcy 1'ol'lnlnntiOII 6 Loglsllos • CCM 

BNVIOOO CCM: Toxic Subslnnoo ConfJ•ol Act CDI•llficnUou 6 Logistics· CCM (TSCA) 

LE02000·21 OSI: Adjustments Gt Logistics ·OS! 

hllp:f/reoordsretention.lpoorp.oorn/RetenllonJ>rlntVIe.w.aspx'lmsg=AII Retention Records 1/30/2015 



Records Retentio11 Print View 

necord Retention Period Series 
11!0200().22 OSf; Couslgnmcul Agi'<K~mcuts 

ACCI000-6 OS!: Credit RciS5uos 

ADM2{)10·3 OSit Iuvonlory RcpoJ•Is 
ADMlOIQ-4 OS!; l'loyslenllnvouloo'Y Rcconclllntlons 
ACCIOOO.S OSlt Rocclvlng Documouts 

LE02000·28 OSI; RclondNMJ Appo·ovnl Forms 

LE02000-29 OSI; RclondNMI Closing Forms 

LEG3000·2 OSit RolondNMllnournnco Ccrllllc•t .. 

FIN820o-9 OSI: Shipping Documents 

Ul02000·27 OSlt UC0-1 

FIN8200·8 OSI: VMI Unit Tng lurormnllou 
LllG2000·30 OSI: Wnt·cbousl! Agre~mcuts 

ACCIOOO•'/ Rnll; Cnr lBSno Rcsultlng In llnlnuoo Due 
l.EG2000·31 Roilh Rnlt Contrncls 

l'!NIOOO Roll; Rcrund Cbocl'-' 

LBG2000·32 Trneltl Cnrrlot• Contrnelll 

L0031l00 1truek: Corrlol' lnsm•nn~:o Cc1•Uficntes 

HUM4035 Tl·uck; Do•Jvoo• Logs 
HUM4035•2 TJ•uclt: Do•Jvol' Qunllficnllons 

PlN8200·7 Tt•ucl<; Mmounl Dlspn!clocs 
LllClS02().13 Tt·ucl<: Motor Cnrgo Autloorlzntlon 

HUMJO!O.S 1'rucl\l NWT Drlvco· Appllcntlons 
MIS30004 Truclu NWTFlnnnclnll'npcl'll 

FIN8200·11 To·uclt; Proof orDcllv•>'Y 

LI!Cl2000-2S T>·ucln Rnto Shoots- Contrnets 
ADM4l00·3 Truclu Sn.fcCy Procc.durcs 

FIN8200-IO Tl'llcln Scnlo Shcot•rrlckcts 

LBOS020·14 Tt·ucln W-9 

Maintenance & Repair 

Rccortl Retention Pcrlotl 
Series 

ADM2020·9 Motoo• Vchlclo Mnlnumnoco Records 

ADM2020 Property & l.i:qulpmonl Mnlutcnnnco & 
Rcpnlr Rccoo·d• 

Manufacturing 

Recoo•d 
Sarles Retention !'crlod 

Page9 of 13 

Office of Roeot•d 

7~ l..oglstioo • OSJ 

Gf Accountins 
Cenler 

'* LoglsUcs • OS! 

6f Logistics • OSI 

'* LoglsUcs • OSI 
7 Loglotics -OS! 
7 Logistics ·OS! 
6 Loglstks ·OS! 

'* Logistics • OS! 

10: Logistics· OSI 

3 Logistics • OSI 
6 Loglsllcs • OS! 

Gt Logistics • Rllll 
6 Log[$Jics • Rnll 

·~ Logistics· Roll 
G Logis!los • '!'ruck 
G Logistics • Truok 
6M Logistics· TM>k 

ACT+3 Loglatlcs • Truok 
6 Logistics ·Truck 
G Logistics ·Truck 
3 Logistics • Truck 
G:j: Logistics • Truck 
6 Logisl!cs ·Truck 

6 Logistics ·Truck 
3 Loglsd<JS • Trnok 

6 Logistics ·Truck 
6:j: Logistics • Truck 

Office of Record 

ACTt6 Orlginntina 
DepflLocntion 

ACN6 Originating 
Dept/Lo .. llon 

Office of Record 

hllp:/kecordsretenlion.l)lCOrp.com/RetentionPrlntView.aspx'lmsg=AII Retention Records l/30/2015 
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Record Rclent!on J>erlod Office of Record Series 
MAN200M Mnuufa~tm1ug_Jnvcn~oJ•Jns; Vtml" End Gt Accounting Center 

MAN2000-IO .Mnnnfn~hH'Ing ruvent01•Jcs: Vcm· End 
1~ AccoUIIling Center (Cnnndn) 

MAN9900 l'l·oduc!lou/Usngo/OI'orntlng Jlepor($ 511 Loontlon 
Production 

FIN8200-S UnltTngs 3 Location 
Production 

Marlceting/Sales 

Record Retention Porlod Office of Record 
SCI'iCS 

MAll9000 Advc&·llslng Cnmpnlgns 6 Sales Center 

MAR20!0 Customer & DenJr:r ACT+! Cnstmuer Service Center Complnlnls/P&'<lbloms 
MAR2000 Customer Llsls ACT Sni,.Cen~r 

LI!G2000.!3 CtiSton&or O&'!lcrs G~ Sales Centor 
LE02000.14 Customer Ordc&'S (Cnnn!ln) a; Sat .. Center 

MARIOOO Don lor Lists ACT Sale;, Center 

ADMI020 MnrliOI n .. cnrch Dnln ACT Sales Center 

APMI02D-2 Morl1cllng Plnns 6 Solc.g Center 

Lll02000 P&•oduct LIIDI"nhn·c l'llRM OrlBlnnting 
De pi/Location 

MAR900o.4 P&·o~~ct Lllcl'lllnrol'rodnctlon Fll"" 3 Originating 
Dept/Location 

MAR9900-2 Trndo Show Records 3 Solos Center 

Quality & Teclmology 

Rccot•d Sc&'lcs Rclcntlon Period Offlcc of ll.ocortl 
MANI000-2 ),,·oduct Dcvelopmont PERM L<>cutlon QC 

MAN2000.l2 Test Docllmcntntloll 58 J.oentlon QC 

Resources - Canadian 

Record RolcnUon Period Office of Record Series 

APM1015- Ao•·lnll'hotogl"nphs (Cnnndn) ACT Location 
2 Resour-ces 

!.ll0201Q..2 C..nh•ncto•• Fllcs (Cn11ndn) ,1.CT+8 Location 
Resources 

Lll020J0-3 ContrActs (Cnnndn): fl'orcst Lh:ons:c ,I.C'J'+S Loca6oo 
Resources 

L'£02010.4 Contracts (Cnnndn): Tlmbol''fonurc (1'0) AC'rrlS 
Location 
Ite.!iources 

http://recordsrelention.lpcorp.com/RelenlionPrintView.aspx?msg"'All Retention Records 1/30/2015 



Records Retention Print View Page 11 of 13 

Record Retentlorl l'o•·lod Office of Record Series 

LUG20Jo-S Conlrncls (Cnnndn)l Tr<o l'n1·m Llconso ACT+8 Locallon 
Itc.sources 

FRS2000· CuUlng PeJ•mfls nllcl SnpporJing Doenmou!ntlou ACT+lO Locn!lon 
13 (Cnnndn) Resourcos 

l'RS2000..S Flveo.yllflr fewest mnntlgemcul plnn nud RviOl .. yenr ACT ~cation 
ngn:cmout (Qnoboc) esources 

LE02000· Foreshore Lens• (Cnnnda) ACT-Hi LocaUon 
Ill Resources 

ADMJOOO Fo1 ... 1 Cer!Wcntloll SF! Hnndboolt (Cnnndn) ACT+lS Locntion 
Resoui'008 

FRS2000• Forost Dovolopmont l'lnns nnd Forest Slewna•dsblp l'lnlls ACTHO Locatioll 
ll (Cnnadn) Resourcns 

PRS2000-9 Fnrcs! lnvonlorlcs (Quoboc) ACT+G Locndon 
Resouroos 

FRS2000· Googrnpble Inforntnllon System Dn!n • Spnllalnnd Non· ACT Loco don 
12 Spnllnl {Cnnndn) Resoureos 

ACCIOOo- Govenuucnt Sponsored Forest Mnnngemcnh Fintuico ACT+6 Lo"'tion 
10 Records (Cnondn) R.esourec.s 
FRS200o- Government Sponso1·cd Forost Manngamanl~ Stftnd ACT+G Location 
10 Mnnngomont (Cnundn) Resource.s 

FRS2COQ.G Govornmonl•sponsol'Cd ngl'comcntso ConlptHionlll ACT+G Location 
(Quebec) Rosouroes 

FRS2000-3 IntroductoJ')' documents for sUvlcullurc (Cnnndn) ACT+G LoClllion 
Rescu=s 

ADMIOI5 MRps: Dlgllnl & Topogrnpllic (Cnnndn) ACT Location 
Resources 

FRS2000-2 Men$Ur'(lm~mt rc~ords ofU.c Dcpnrlmc.nC of FortlStry 7 Loealign 
(Cnnodn) Resources 

FIN8200·6 Mlnl.try of llorcsls Scale Roco1·ds (Cnnndn) 7 LD..Ilon 
Resources 

FRS2000 Ministry's Auuunl lloporl (Cnundn) ACT+G Location 
Resources 

LEG2010 Pulpwood Agl'llomonts (Cnnndn) ACT+G LD..tion 
Resouroos 

FRS200o- Pulpwood A.grcomonls: Timber Solo Llconso or Fol'cslry ACT+G Localion 
16 lJconse to Cui (Cnnndn) Resou....., 

Ll!02000· :Rooords ofcontrnotors nud pt•lvnto forests (Cnnndn) ACt LD..Iion 
20 Resources 

1.1!05020·4 Rond Pot·mlt (Cnnndn) ACT·Hi Location 
• 1\.esouroos 

~ll02010·6 Sllvl<ullll>'o Contt•ncts (Cnllndn) ACl'l-6 Loontion 
RllSOUI'OOS 

FRS2000·8 Sllvlelllllll'O dntn sy•tom (Qnebec) ACT+8 Loco!! on 
Resou....., 

1.1102010·7 Sllvlcnlturc Opening Fllo (Cnundn) ACT+6 Locstlan 
Resourec.s 

LE0502o-3 Sllvloul tu ro Pormlls (Cnnadn) ACT+G Location 
Resources 

FRS2000· Sllvloulturo Record System (Cnnndn) ACJ'+6 Lolllltloll 
15 R.esourcos 

http:/frecordsreten!ion.lpcorp.com/RetentionPrintView.llSpx?msg~All Retention Records l/3012015 
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Record llelenlloll Period 0 fllce of Record 
Series 

LEOS020·S Spoelnl Use Permil• (Cnnndn) AC'f+G Loom! on 
Resources 

fRS2000·7 Tloogovor11mont'a sllvic1111nl'o t·oronls (Quobec) AC'f+l5 LocnUoo 
Rcsources 

J..l!02000· Third l'nrty Ago·oomolll (Cnunda) ACT Loon don 
26 Resources 
ACC2000· Tlmbor Crulsca (Cnnndn) AC'f+6 Loco lion 
3 Resourws 
l1ltS2000· Tlmbor Sup]>ly Rovlow1 Mnuagemont & Worldug Plnn AC'f+6 Loca!lon 
14 Documcnln!lon: Treel!nrnl License (Canada} Resources 

FRS~000·4 
Timber Supply mod l'oreal Mnnngcmonl Ago•oomo11tnnd AC'f+B 

Corpomlo 
nmendmo111s (Qnobco) Supply 

Mgmt 

Resources - US 

Rcoord 
llc!cndon Period Oflleo of RecOI'd ScrillS 

LllOSOlt•lO Ad Vollorom Timboo·Jnnd Propoo•ty Tnx 
AC'f+lO~ 

Locndon 
Receipts Rosouows 

ADM2020·3 Aorlnll'l>ologt'llplos AC'l'+lOt Locadon 
Resources 

ADM2010 Log lnvonto••y lhporl"' Yen•·ll.nd 3t Loontlon 
Resources 

PIN8200·2 Log Scoi<!Wolgh Tlclcots 3 Lolllltlon 
Reso ....... 

FIN8200·4 Log Scaling Woo·ltshoots 311 Lol'lltlon 
Rooourees 

Lll020204 Mnps1 Dlgllnl & Topogo'llphic ACT Locntlon 
R(1.'roUI'CCS 

PRS2000·1 Sustnlnnb!e Forc:sCty Uccords 3 Loco lion 
Resources 

ACC2000 Thnbc•· Co·ulsca AC'f+IO~ 
l.ocnllon 
Resourocs 

ACC2000·2 Tim bel' Hnt'l'cs(]l)ntls AC'I'+!O Locnl!on 
Res<>lii'Ce<! 

Lll02020·5 To·net Filos ACT+IO~ 
l.ooation 
Resources 

Tax 

Record Retention Pco·lod Office ofRocol'd 
Soa•les 

ACC2000.6 Dcpn>elnlioll Scbodulcs: 'fn• PERM Corporatu Tnx 

LBOi030·3 Fodot•ol Aequlsl!loniDJvcsllhn·c Tnx llllns AC'f+St Corporate 'fnx 

U!OIOJ04 l'cdeo'AI Aoq ulsltlon/I)Jv<>!llluo·c To• Files 
AC1'+5~ Corpom!o Tax (Cnnndn) 

LllOS000·9 Fcdenil Cm•po1·ntc lucom~ Tnx C9rri!SlJQJldcneo 15 CorpDt'lltu Tax 

h!tp://recordsrelention.lpcorp.com/Retentionl'rintView.IISpX?msg~Ail Retention Records 1/30/2015 
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Reeord Retention Period Office of Rccm·d Series 

LEGSOIO-!l Fcdornt COI'porolo Income Tn• IRS Audit Repo,·ts PERM CO!JlOralc Tnx 

LBGSOIO·I2 Fcdc•'IJI CorpDt':Htc. 1ncome Tnx PERii'J CO!JlOmte TAX Protosts/Appentii/Cinbns for lleflmds 

LEGSOI0-10 llcdcrnl Corpornto lnwmc Tnx Ro!urns PERM Co!Jlomfi> 'fnx 
LEGSOIO·ll llcdcrnl Cnl1fOt'lllo lucomo Tnx Wortcpntfot·s PERM CO!JlOffi(D 'fnx 

LEGSOII llcdoml E01ploymont Tnx Rolun,. 6~ 
Co!JlOrato 
HR/Pnyroll 

J,!lGS020·19 lledoml Employment WUbholdluo Corlllicnlcs AC1'+7 Co!Jlnroto 
HR/Poytoll 

LEGSOil-3 llodoml E~else Tnx notUJ'OS Gt Regional Finance 
LEOSOll-4 Fcdernllnformallonnl lto1U1110 & Workpnpers 6 Corporate Tox 

Ll!GI030 Fcdcrnl Rcorgnnlwllon Tux Fllos PERM Corporate Tox 
LliOSOI0-4 lledernl 'rnx Yenr-End Closing PERM Corporate 'fnx 

Ll!GSOIO·S Fo••clgn Tnxllxnmlnntlons PERM Co!Jlom\e Tax 
LEOSOI0-6 Foralg1~ Tnx RelUI'lls PERM Corpomre 'fox 

LllGSOI0-7 Forolgn Tnx Wo1·~c.pnpors PERM Corporate Tax 

LEOS010·8 Logging Tnx (Cnnndn) ~ Rol!ionol Flmmco 
LEG5010·13 l'••oporty Transfer Tnx (Con min) 1 Rell)olllll Plnonoo 

LBOSO!D St.le/Locnl C01·pornlo Incomo & FI'Onelllso1'nx PERM Corporate Tox 

LEOSOI1·6 Srnto/Loe!il Employment 'J'ux ~ 
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IN COUNTY CLE 'S OFFICE 

PIERCE COUNTY, /ASHINGTON 

March 11 2015 1:51AM 
THE HONORABLE K. A. VAN DOORNINCK 

• KEVINST CK 
W1th Oral Ar~(S(Jlffli'c ERK 

NO: 14·2·0 178-2 

SUPERIOR COURT OF W ASHINOTON FOR PIERCE COUNTY 

LARRY HOFFMAN and JUDITH HOFFMAN, 
husband and wife, 

Plaintiff(s), 
v. 

ALASKAN COPPER COMPANIES, INC., et 
al., 

Defendants. 

NO. 14-2-07178-2 

PLAINTIFFS' RESPONSE TO 
DEFENDANTS KETCHIKAN PULP 
COMPANY AND GENERAL 
ELECTRIC COMPANY'S MOTION 
TO APPLY ALASKA LAW 

15 COMES NOW, Plaintiffs Larry and Judith Hoffman, by and through their counsel, and 

16 files their Response to Defendants Motion to Apply Alaska Law. 1 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Defendant Ketchikan Pulp Company ("Ketchikan") and Defendant General Electric 

Company ("GE") motion to apply Alaska law in this case should be denied for the following 

reasons: 

I. Alaska has no interest in applying its law to this case; 

2, With respect to the Statute of Repose, there is no conflict because both statutes serve 

the same purpose and if applied, either would bar his mesothelioma claims because 

they occurred after the applicable time periods; and 

28 1 Plaintiffs acknowledge that this response exceeds the page limits. because they are responding to both Motions to 
apply Alaska law by GE and Ketchikan. 
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3. With respect to any of the choice of Jaw issues raised, even if the Court were to 

engage in a balancing of the interests of the respective states to the issues presented in 

this case, it would show that Washington has a significant interest in this case, and 

Alaska has no real identifiable interest in this matter. 

Defendant's moving papers cite to only one factor, that Mr. Hoftlnan was exposed to 

asbestos in Alaska, in arguing that Alaska Jaw should apply. Plaintiffs and Ketchikan Pulp 

Company are Washington residents. The other defendants in this action, including moving party 

GE, and co-de fend ants Crane Co. and Armstrong lnt. Co., are all domiciled in other states, but 

have long and significant contacts with this forum. lt should be noted that none of these entities 

are domiciled in Alaska. 

Mr. Hoffman's injuries, damages and treatment are all occurring in Washington. 

Plaintiffs in this action live and pay taxes in this state, was diagnosed with mesothelioma in this 

state, and have significant treatments for his mesothelioma in this state. Further, given the 

latency period of this disease and the fact that Mr. Hoffman last lived in Alaska almost 30 years 

ago, Plaintiff could not have brought this action in Alaska at the time of the exposure. 

Defendants' motion also seems to •·equest that this Court should apply "all" of Alaska's 

laws without briefing what exactly that means. In order to accomplish this, we would have to 

analyze each and every provision ofthe tort and damages laws of both states, and each and every 

jury instruction to determine where conflicts exist and which state has a more significant interest. 

For example, would we be giving Alaska negligence or products liability instructions in this 

case, because there is a conflict of laws? Would the jury be allowed lo assess punitive damages? 

For this reason, Plaintiffs contend that Defendants' motion should be broken into separate 

categories to see whether they would apply in this case. The two main issues in these briefs are 
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(1) the various statutes of repose; and (2) the various damages limitations and nuisances in each 

state, 

First, with regards to the various states statute of repose, Plaintiffs contend that there is 

no actual conflict of laws for the Cou1t to examine in this case, because both statutes of repose 

serve the same purpose, i.e., to protect builders and designers of bui I dings from latent defect 

claims. See, e.g., Jones v. Weyerhaeuser Co., 48 Wn. App. 894, 899 (1987); Turnel' Constr. Co., 

Inc. v. Scales, 752 P.2d 467, 471 (Alaska 1988) (noting that the Legislature's purpose in enacting 

this statute in 1967 was "to encourage construction and avoid stale claims by shielding certain 

defendants from potential liability"). Plaintiffs' claims against Ketchikan Pulp Co, in this action 

stem from its negligence operation and maintenance of the pulp mill. In has nothing to do with 

the actual construction or design of the pulp mill. Alaska law does allow fO!' premises liability 

causes of action. See, e.g., Webb v. Sitka, 561 P.2d 731 (Alaska 1977). Plaintiffs' claims against 

GE stem from products liability and negligence in its design of its turbines. 

Alaska's statute of repose is seven years, while Washington's statute of repose is 10 

years. Consequently, for the purposes of a mesothelioma case with a long latency period, the 

length of the repose pel'iod would not matter because Mr. Hoffman's mesothelioma claims would 

be barted under either statute irrespective of the length of the repose period.2 Significantly, 

application of Alaska's statute of repose (if applicable) might actually produce a more favorable 

result for Mr. Hoffman because it explicitly states that there is a products liability exception. But 

a careful analysis of the purpose and language of both statutes clearly shows that neither was 

intended to protect Ketchikan Pulp or General Electric from Mr. Hoffman's mesothelioma 

claims. But even under Washington's statute of repose, although the statute does not contain an 

2 For example, in twa prior motions for summary judgment in this action brought by a general contractor (Kiewit 
Bros.) and a drywall contractor (E•pet1 Drywall), this Court granted the motions without going through the exeroise 
of a balancing ofthe interests of the various states, because under both states' laws tho claims were barred, 
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explicitly stated products liability exception, Washington case law has consistently held that such 

an exception exists. See, e.g., Morse v. City of Toppenish, 46 Wn. App, 60 (1986), wherein the 

Washington Court of Appeals determined that a swimming pool itself is the improvement to real 

p1'ope1ty and that the diving board is a mere component part to the improvement, which should 

not be afforded the protection of repose simply because it was incorporated into an improvement. 

Plaintiffs acknowledge that although there are some differences between Washington and 

Alaska's damage statutes, those differences do not lead to the conclusion that Alaska has an 

interest in the application of its statute. Nor do those differences lead to the conclusion that 

Alaska has a greater interest than Washington in the application of its damages statute. In fact 

the Washington Supreme Court held that even Washington's own damages cap violated the 

13 Washington State Constitution. Sofie v. Fibreboard Corp., 112 Wn.2d 636 (1989) (see 

14 
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discussion supra in Section C(2)(b)). If Washington's own damages cap was unconstitutional, 

why would we apply the damages cap of a foreign jurisdiction? 

Plaintiff.~ contend that the state of Washington has significantly more interest in applying 

its damages laws and protecting Plaintiffs rights as to damages and that Alaska has no 

discernable interest in applying its damages cap to the Plaintiffs' claims, Plaintiffs point out that 

Defendants' moving papers fail to cite to a single case or any justification to support their novel 

position that this Court should apply damages caps from foreign jurisdictions to mesothelioma 

cases involving long term Washington residents. 

The facts of this case are similar to Williams v. Leone & Keeble, Inc., 170 Wn, App, 696 

(2012), where the court held Washington had a greater interest in applying Washington law to 

the cap on damages issue in a case involving a Washington resident injured in Idaho and a 

Washington corporation because Washington has an interest in allowing full recovery for its 
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residents and in regulating the conduct of a Washington corporation. Similarly, Mr. Hoffman, a 

Washington resident was exposed to asbestos in Alaska and is pursuing his claims against a 

Washington corporation and other non-Alaskan corporations. 

Finally, Plaintiffs' contend that the case that defendants rely on almost exclusively in this 

matter for their argument that Alaska law should apply, Rice v. Dow Chemical Co., 124 Wn.2d 

205,210 (1994), is distinguishable from the issue that it presented to this Court. First, in Rice there 

was a substantial conflict of law that barred the plaintiffs' claims under one state's statute, and would 

have allowed the plaintiffs' claims to go forwat·d in the state of Washington. Thus, there was a real 

conflict of laws. It is important to note that the Washington resident who brought the claim had 

waited almost three years to bring its claim, before it filed its moving papers. Thus, that plaintiff had 

deliberately failed to bring a timely claim. In contrast, Mr. Hoffman could not have brought a claim 

when he lived in Alaska, and when he did bring a claim in Washington, there were no actual conflicts 

as to the statute of repose when it was applied in the case against a general contractor and drywall 

contractot·. 

II. ISSUES PRESENTED 

Should Alaska law be applied in this case where: 

I. No actual conflict exists as to either state's statute of repose because both are 

inapplicable in the present case? 

2. Where Washington has more significant contacts to tl1is case? 

3. Where Washington has a greater interest in protecting its citizens and regulating a 

Washington corporation? 

III. STATEMENT OF FACTS 

27 Larry Hoffinan is living with mesothelioma, a fatal cancer of the lining of the lung, 

28 invariably caused by exposure to asbestos. See Plaintiffs' Complaint for Personal Injuries, attached to 
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the Timothy F. Pearce Declamtion ("Pearce Decl.") as Exhibit A. Mr. Hoffman was diagnosed with 

mesothelioma in December 2013 and filed the instant lawsuit in March 2014. !d. The Hoffinans are 

Washington residents. See Plaintiffs' Complaint for Personal Injuries, attached to the Pearce Dec!. as 

Exhibit A. 

Mr. Hoffman was exposed to asbestos by asbestos-containing GE turbines through his 

work at the Sitka mill from 1976 to 1978. See Perpetuation Deposition of Larry Hoffman taken 

on November 4, 2014, attached as Exhibit B to the Pearce Dec!., p. 72:10-14; 73;4-7, see also 

Discovery Deposition of Larry Hoffman taken on September 29, 2014, attached as Exhibit C to 

the Pearce Decl., p. 31:4-6; 37:5-7; 38:15-21; 46:12·22; 81:17-23; 165:6-1 I. 

Mr. Hoffman's father, Doyle Hoffinan, was a welder and pipefitter at the Ketchikan Pulp 

Mill in Ketchikan, Alaska, sta1ting in 1954, when the mill first opened. See the Perpetuation 

Deposition of Lan·y Hoffman, attached as Exhibit B to the Pearce Dec!., p. 19:4-20:6. Defendant 

Ketchikan is a Washington corporation. See Washington Secretary of State website printout attached 

as Exhibit D to the Pearce Dec!. Doyle Hoffinan worked at the Ketchikan Pulp Mill until 1966. In 

the course of his work, Doyle Hoffman would also have been working around turbines 

manufactured by GE during shutdowns and emergency repairs, and during the removal and 

installation of asbestos blankets on these turbines, which created a tremendous amount of dust. 

See the Declaration of Monte Guymon, attached as Exhibit E to the Pearce Dec!., at ~ 6-10. The 

process of sweeping up the area, which welders such as Doyle Hofllnan would have participated 

in, also created a tremendous amount of dust. Jd. at ~ 11-12. By the end of a work shift, a 

welde•·'s clothing would have been covered in asbestos dust. Jd. at, 23. Plaintiff Larry Hoffman 

testified at his deposition that his father would arrive home at the end of the day in the clothes he 

had wom to work, and would play with Mr. Hoffman and his brother, and sit on the couch, while 

still dressed in his work clothing. See the Perpetuation Deposition of Larry Hoffman, attached as 
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Exhibit B to the Pearce Decl., p. 21:2-12. Mr. Hoffman also remembers that his father drove the 

family car to and from work each day; the same car which was used by the family on weekends. 

See the Perpetuation Deposition of Larry Hoffinan, attached as Exhibit B to the Pearce Decl., p. 

20:18-23. 

IV. ARGUMENT AND AUTHORITIES 

A. Washington Law Applies to This Case 

To engage in a choice of law detetmination, there must first be an actual conflict between the 

laws or interests of Washington and the laws or interests of another state. Rice v. Dow Chemical Co., 

124 Wn.2d 205,210 (1994), citing Burnside v. Simpson Paper Co., 123 Wn.2d 93, 100-01, (1994). 

Where there is no conflict between the laws or interests of two states, the presumptive local law is 

applied. Rice, 124 Wash.2d at 210, citing Burnside, supra, at 101. Defendants' argue there is a 

conflict between Alaska and Washington law on the issues of liability (in the context of both states' 

statutes of repose), the allocation of fault, and damages. Plaintiffs' disagree as to the conflict on the 

issue of liability. 

H. No Co11jlict Exists Because Neither State's Statute of Repose Applies l11 Tili.~ Case 

Neither Washington's nor Alaska's statute of repose applies in this case. Both statutes are 

intended to pt·otect and benefit builders from injuries incurred as a result of construction defects. 

Washington's statute of repose is narrowly construed and from looking at the plain language of 

the statute it clearly displays the purpose behind enacting the statute. 

Washington's Statute of Repose, codified at RCW 4.16.310, applies to: 

all claims or causes of action of any kind against any person, arising from such 
person having constructed, altered or repaired nny improvement upon real 
property, or having performed or furnished any design, planning, su•·veying, 
architectural or constn1ction or engineering services, or supervision or observation 
of construction, or administration of construction contracts for any construction, 
alteration or repair of any improvement upon real property. (Emphasis added.) 
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The purpose of Washington's Statute of Repose is to protect builders from being held 

liable for the acts of others. See, Jones v. Weyerhaeuser Co., 48 Wn. App. 894, 899 (I 987). 

Alaska Stat.§ 09.10.055 is in de1·ogation of the common law because it limits liability for 

negligent conduct and premises liability; therefore, it should be interpreted narrowly. The statute 

contains an exception, which excludes claims arising from defective products, ld at (b)(l)(E). 

The exception codified in Alaska Stat. § 09. I 0.055(b)(l)(E) states a defective product means an 

object that has intrinsic value, is capable of delivery as an assembled whole or as a component 

part, and is introduced into trade or commerce. Here, Mr. Hoffinan's injury occurred because of 

defective products, namely asbestos-containing turbines. GE's turbines constitute a defective 

product under the exception. Therefore, even assuming that the Alaska statute of repose applies, 

Plaintiffs' claims are exempted thel'efrom. 

Assuming, arguendo, that the exception contained in Alaska Stat. § 09.1 0.055(b)(l )(E) 

does not apply, according to Turner Consn·. Co., Inc. v. Scales, 752 P.2d 467, 471 (Alaska 1988), 

the Legislature's purpose in enacting this statute in 1967 was "to encourage constmction and 

avoid stale claims by shielding certain defendants fi'Om potential liability." This purpose was 

reiterated by the Legislature in its findings in connection with the 1994 amendment to this 

statute. The Legislature found "this Act is in the public interest and in the interest of providing 

the due pi'Ocess rights to potential litigants in the area of design ami cmtstruclion ofan 

improvement to real property . , .. " 1994 AK. ALS 28, *1. 

Here, Plaintiffs are not alleging Mr. Hoffman's injuries resulted from any improvement 

to real property. Plaintiffs' claims are based on his exposure to defective products, some of 

which were manufactured and supplied by Defendant GE, throughout Mr. Hoffman's 

employment as a pipefitter. Plaintiffs' also allege Mr. Hoffman was exposed to asbestos fibers 
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from the asbestos dusts brought home on his father, Doyle Hoffman's clothing, when his father 

worked at the Ketchikan Pulp Mill from 1954 through 1966. Mr. Hoffinan's injury does not stem 

from any construction defects, nor do Plaintiffs' allege so. These are negligence and premises' 

liability claims which is allowed under Alaska law. 

In Webb v. Sitka, the Alaskan Supreme Court adopted u general rule of negligence with 

regards to premises owners. 561 P.2d 731, 735 (Alaska 1977). It held that a landowner "must act 

as a reasonable person in maintaining his property in a reasonably safe condition in view of all 

the circumstances, including the likelihood of injury to others. the seriousness of the injury, and 

the burden on the respective pmties of avoiding the risk." ld. The Alaskan Court went on to say 

that in general, issues of negligence are "not susceptible to summary determination" and are 

better leftto the trier of fact because of the question ofreasonablcness.Id. Here, Plaintiffs 

contend that Ketchikan Pulp acted unreasonably because it failed to protect its worke1·s from 

exposure to asbestos, and from taking these deadly dust home on their clothes despite what was 

known or knowable about the hazards of asbestos in the 1950s and 1960s. 

Further, neither Defendant has met their burden to show they qualify as constructors, or 

builders, whom the statutes were solely intended to protect. Defendant Ketchikan is a pulp mill. 

Defendant GE is a manufacturer and supplier of asbestos-containing turbines that were present at 

the Ketchikan and Sitka Pulp Mills. Neither Defendant has put forth any evidence indicating they 

were involved in the improvement to real property that allegedly caused Mr. Hoffman's injuries. 

This case is based on Plaintiffs' claims of exposure to asbestos-containing products that were 

present on his and his father's jobsites. 

C. A Choice of Law Analysis Shows That Was!zi11gton Has a Greater Interest iu This 
Case 
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Plaintiffs' concede that under Washington law when a conflict of law exists the most 

significant relationship test should be applied in order to determine which state has a greater interest 

in applying that state's laws. Here, the facts clearly show that Washington has more significant 

contacts with this case and they have a greater interest in adjudicating the case. Defendants argue 

there is a conflict as to the issue of liability (which Plaintiffs' contend is a false conflict), allocation 

of fault, and damages. 

1. Washington Has More Significant Contacts 

Where an actual conflict exists, the court must apply the "most significant relationship" test. 

Johnson v. Spider Staging Corp., 87 Wash.2d 577, 580 ( 1976). The first step is to take into account 

the following contacts: 

2. (a) The place where the injury occurred; 
3. (b) The place whe.-e the conduct causing the injury occurred; 
4, (c) The domicil, residence, nationality, place of incorporation and place of 

business of the parties; and 
5. (d) The place where the relationship, If any, between the parties is centered, 

Restatement (Second) of Conflict of Laws § 145(2) (1971) 

The court is not merely to count contacts, but rather to consider which contacts are most 

significant and to detennine where these contacts are found. /d. at 581. lfthe contacts are evenly 

balanced, the second step is to consider the interests and public policies of the concerned states. !d. at 

582. "The extent of the interest of each potentially interested state should be determined on the basis, 

among other things, of the purpose sought to be achieved by their relevant local law rules and the 

pmticular issue involved." Southwell v. Widing Transport, Inc., I 0 I Wn.2d 200, 204 ( 1995). 

Applying the facts of the instant matter to tl1e most significant relationship test, the place 

where the injury occurred is Washington. It is undisputed that Mr. Hoffinan was diagnosed with 

mesothelioma in 2013 while living in Washington. At that time, he became aware that his exposure 

to asbestos dust from GE turbines and other sources, including exposure to asbestos dusts brought 

home on his father's clothing while working for Ketchikan, had caused him to develop a terminal 
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illness and his claim, as well as his wife's claim became actionable fo1· the fi1·sttime. It is 

disingenuous to argue that d1e injury occurred in Alaska, since neither Mr. Hoffman nor his wife had 

any way of bringing an action against any defendant when the exposure occurred there. 

As for the second factor, the place where the conduct causing the injury occurred in a product 

liability action is the place where the defendant designed, manufactured or was otherwise involved 

with the product in question. Zenaida·Garcia v. Recove1y Systems Technology, Inc., 128 Wn. App. 

256, 263 n. 20 (2005). GE offers no evidence showing where this might be, but Plaintiffs assume it 

would be its place of incorporation or principal place of business: New York or Connecticut. In any 

event, it is neither Washington nor Alaska, rendering this facto1· neutral for each of these states. 

Next, Mr. and Mrs. Hoffinans' domicile is WaShington. Defendant Ketchikan is a 

Washington corporation. As set forth above, GE's principal place of business and place of 

incorporation is neither Washington nor Alaska. Therefore, this factor weighs heavily in favor of 

Washington. 

Washington's contacts are more significant in this case. Not one factor weighs in favor of 

Alaska. This should end the Court's inquiry into the issue of choice of law in regards to both the 

allocation of fau It and the cap on damages. 

2. Public Policies and interests of the Concemed States as /o the Issues of Allocation of Fault 
and Damages 

Washington has a "real interest" in compensating its residents, such as Plaintiffs, for personal 

injuries. Rice, supra, 124 Wash.2d at 215-216. Washington also has an interest in adjudicating claims 

against a Washington corporation. Alaska has no real interest in protecting out of state residents or 

out of state corporations. 

a. Allocation ofFault 

As to the allocation of damages, the Washington legislature drafted the statute regardingjoint 

and several liability in only certain situations, which include the situation where the plaintiff is free 
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of fault. Clearly, it is Washington's purpose in creating such a statute that those Plaintiffs such as the 

Hoffmans (which neither Defendant argues are at fault for any of their injuries}, who have had no 

part in contributing to the devastating illness affecting both of them. It would be against public policy 

to petmit Defendants to benefit fi·om the law of another state when Plaintiffs, as Washington 

residents, should be protected by the Jaws that were specifically designed for cases like theirs. 

b. Damages Cav 

As to Alaska's damages cap, the legislature "appears to have intended, in passing [the 

damages cap] to control excessive compensation for tortious injuries, and to reduce the costs of 

liability and malpractice premiums." L.D.G., Inc., supm, 211 P.Jd at I 132. However, there is no 

authority that suggests the damages cap was c•·eated to limit the damage dollar amount for non-

Alaskan corporations responsible for injming non-Alaskan residents. 

The Washington Supreme Court struck down as unconstitutional a Washington damages 

cap in Sofie v. Fibreboard Corp., 112 Wn.2d 636 (1989). Like the Alaska statutory caplll that 

Defendants seek to apply here, the Washington statute was passed in response to claims of rising 

insurance premiums for liability coverage and operates on a formula based on the life expectancy 

of the plaintiff. The S~[ie court held that the statute violated the state's constitutional guarantee 

that "the right of trial by jury shall remain inviolate" since it operated to take a jury's finding of 

fact as to the quantum of damages and alter it to confm1n to a predetermined formula. !d. at 

653. Recognizing the constitutional natum of the jury's damage-determining role and that "the 

jury's role in determining noneconomic damages is perhaps even more essential," the Sofie court 

struck down Washington's statutory cap. Jd. at 646. The Washington Supreme Court's ruling in 

1'1 The Alaska statute caps the amount of damages that a tort victim may recover at "$ 400,000 or the injured 
person•s life expectancy in years multiplied by$ 8)0001 whichever is greater." Personal injury claim recoveries are 
limited to the greater of$ I million or the pcrson•s life expectancy in years multiplied by$ 25,000 when the 
damages are awarded for severe physical impairment or .scveJ·e disfigurement. 
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Sofie highlights the state's strong interest in providing full recovery for its t•esidents and rejecting 

application of statutory caps of other states, such as Alaska, in cases before this comt. 

Futther, in the Williams case the court held Washington had a greater interest in applying 

Washington law to the issue of damages in a case involving a Washington resident and 

Washington corporation because Washington has an interest in allowing full recovery for its 

residents and in regulating the conduct of a Washington corporation. See e.g., Williams v. Leone 

& Keeble, Inc., I 70 Wn, App. 696 (2012). The court found the purpose of idaho's cap was to 

protect Idaho citizens from excessive liability insurance premiums, and also found Idaho law 

does not express any interest in protecting Washington corporations doing business in Idaho. Id. 

at 712. In contrast, the court held Washington had an interest in protecting the rights of its 

citizens to a full jllry trial. !d. 

In Williams, defendant L&K argued that the Idaho cap must be applied because the 

parties' only relationship with Washington is their residence and relied upon Rice v. Dow 

Chemical Co., 124 Wn.2d 205, 216 (1994), where the court stated that "'residency in the forum 

state alone has not been considered a sufficient relation to the action to warl'llnt application of 

forum law."' !d. at 713. However, the court found in Rice, only one of the parties was a resident 

of Washington, whereas in Williams, all of the parties were Washington residents.Jd. at 714. 

Similarly, Defendants also rely on the Rice case to support their argument that Alaska 

law should apply becal!Se they allege Mr. Hoffman's exposure occurred in Alaska. However, the 

present case involves a Washington resident and a Washington defendant. While OE may not be 

a Washington defendant, they are certainly not an Alaskan defendant. Futther, no other 

Defendants left in this case an' Alaskan corporations. Therefore this Court has a greater interest 
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in applying Washington law to ensure the Hoffmans are afforded a full jury trial and in 

regulating a Washington corpomtion. 

Although we strongly disagree that the Court should apply an Alaska damages cap to 

Washington residents, we do need to point out that the Court has not been provided with an 

accurate description of what the actual statute in Alaska really provides. 

The Alaska Statute §09.17.010 provides as follows: 

(a} In an action to recover damages for personal injury or wrongful death, all damage 
claims for noneconomic losses shall be limited to compensation for pain, suffering, 
inconvenience, physical impairment, disfigurement, loss of enjoyment of life, loss of 
consmtium, and other nonpeclmiary damage. 

(b) Except as provided under (c) of this section, the damages awarded by a court or a jury 
under (a) of this section for all claims, including a loss of consortium claim, arising out of 
a single injury or death may not exceed $400,000 or the injured person's life expectancy 
in years multiplied by$ 8,000, whichever is greater. 

(c) In an action for personal injury, the damages awarded by a court or jury that are 
described under (b) of this section may not exceed$ 1,000,000 or the person's life 
expectancy in years multiplied by$ 25,000, whichever is greater, when the damages are 
awarded for severe permanent physical impairment or severe disfigurement. 

(d) Multiple injuries sustained by one person as a result of a single incident shall be 
treated as a single injury for purposes of this section. 

A severe permanent physical impairment is one that causes permanent loss of normal use 

of a body system necessm·y for day-to-day I i fe. State v. Johnson, 2 P .3d 56, 65 (Alaska 2000). In 

the State v. Johnson case the court held the non-economic damages cap did not apply to the 

Plaintiff because he suffered fi·om a severe permanent physical impairment.ld., at64-65. In 

Johnson, after falling off the top of a flight of stairs the Plaintiffs sacral root nerves that control 

his minary, bowel, and erectile functions were damaged and he permanently lost urinary and 

bowel functions. Jd. at 58, 65. The court held the permanent loss of Plaintiffs urinary and bowel 

functions constituted a severe permanent physical impairment." !d. at 65. 
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Similarly, Mr. Hoffinan suffers from pleural mesothelioma, an always fatal form of 

cancer caused by his exposure to asbestos. Mr. Hoffman suffers from ongoing persistent 

symptoms such as shortness of breath and fatigue. These are symptoms that often make day-to-

day activities impossible for Mr. Hoffman. Mesothelioma is a progressive cancer and causes 

patients, like Mr. Hoffman, to experience increasing levels of pain and side effects from the 

disease. Mr. Hoffman's side effects from mesothelioma will only worsen, until eventually he will 

lose control of his bodily functions and his ability to perform necessary tasks in his day-to-day 

life as his disease progresses. As such, mesothelioma is a severe physical impairment and even 

under Alaska's damages cap the non-economic portion would be limited to $1,000,000 not 

$400,000 to Mr. Hoffman. 

D. Punitive Damages U11der Alaska Law 

Although we object to the application of Alaska law to any issue in this case, should the 

Court look to Alaska law as the governing law in this case, we request to leave to amend the 

complaint to include a claim for punitive damages unde•· Alaska law. Alaska law allows for punitive 

damages as follows: 

Alaska Punitive Damages Statute§ 09.17.020 states: 

(a) In an action in which a claim of punitive damages is presented to the fact finder, the 
fact finder shall determine, concurrently with all other issues presented, whether punitive 
damages shall be allowed by using the standards set out in (b) of this section. If punitive 
damages are allowed, a separate proceeding under (c) of this section shall be conducted 
before the same fact finder to determine the amount of punitive damages to be awarded 

If this Court is to apply Alaska law, Plaintiffs' would request leave to amend their 

complaint in order to add a claim for punitive damages. 

E. The Law of the Case 

Finally, we need to point out that the Cow1 has already relied on Washington law in its 

prior rulings on motions for summary judgment. If we are going to now switch to Alaska law, 
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we would also ask the Court for leave to file motions for reconsideration of its prior rulings 

2 under Alaska law. 
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v. CONCLUSION 

Based on the foregoing, The Defendants' choice of law motion should be denied and 

Washington Jaw should be applied in this case. 

Dated this 11th day of March, 2015. 
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SUPERIOR COURT OF WASJ-JINGTON FOR PIERCE COUNTY 

LARRY HOFFMAN and JUDITH 
HOFFMAN, husband and wife, 

Plaintitfs, 

v. 

ALASKAN COPPER COMPANIES, INC., 

NO. 14-2-07178-2 

PLAINTIFFS' OPPOSITION TO 
DEFENDANT KETCHIKAN PULP 
COMPANY'S MOTION TO DISMISS 
FOR FAILURE TO STATE A CLAIM 

13 d/b/a Alaska Copper and Brass; et al., 

1 4 Defendants. 

---·-·-~-~~-----__j 
15 

16 l. INTRODUCTION 

17 Defendant Ketchikan Pulp Co.'s ("Ketchikan") motion to have Plaintiffs' Complaint 

18 dismissed for failure to state a claim should be denied because Alaska's statute of repose is not 

19 relevant to Plaintiffs' negligence claims against it in this action. This is the third time that the 

20 Defendant has requested that this Court dismiss Plaintiffs' claims, and the second time that it has 

21 requested that this Court apply Alaska's statute of repose, designed to protect architects and 

22 contractors, in this action. 

23 
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Defendant's motion fails to recognize that the liability producing facts in this action do 

2 not stem from Ketchikan's acts as a contractor or a premises owner. Rather, the liability 

3 producing facts underlying this action arise from Ketchikan's status as an employer who 

4 negligently allowed it's employee, Mr. Hoffman's father, to bring asbestos dust home on his 

5 work clothes, when they knew of should have known that they were putting their entire family at 

6 risk. Defendant in its responses to interrogatories even admits that it knew or should have 

7 known about the hazards of asbestos dating back to the 1950's, when Doyle Hoffman first started 

8 working at the mill. This breach of the duty of care has nothing to do with an improvement to 

9 real property or with Defendant's status as a premises owner. 

10 The Alaska legislative's history is clear that the purpose of enacting the Statute of Repose 

11 in 1967 was "to encourage construction and avoid stale claims by shielding certain defendants 

12 from potential liability." Defendant's moving papers can cite to no case wherein an Alaska has 

13 articulated that the purpose of the Statute of Repose was anything other than to protect architects 

14 and general contractors from liability stemming from improvements to real property. 

15 II. STATEMENT OF FACTS 

16 Larry Hoffman is living with mesothelioma, a fatal cancer of the lining of the lung, 

17 invariably caused by exposure to asbestos. See Plaintiffs' Complaint for Personal Injuries, 

18 attached to the Timothy F. Pearce Declaration (''Pearce Decl."} as Exhibit A. Mr. Hoffman was 

19 diagnosed with mesothelioma in December 2013 and filed the instant lawsuit in March 2014. Id. 

20 The Hoffinans are Washington residents. See Plaintiffs' Complaint for Personal Injuries, 

21 attached to the Pearce Dec!. as Exhibit A. 

22 Mr. Hoffman's father, Doyle Hoffman, was a welder and pipefitter at the Ketchikan Pulp 

23 Mill in Ketchikan, Alaska, starting in 1954, when the mill first opened. See the Perpetuation 
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Deposition of Larry Hoffman, attached as Exhibit B to the Pearce Decl., p. 19:4-20:6. Doyle 

2 Hoffman worked at the Ketchikan Pulp Mill until 1966. In the course of his work, Doyle 

3 Hoffman would also have been working around turbines manufactured by GE during shutdowns 

4 and emergency repairs, and during the removal and installation of asbestos blankets on these 

5 ttn·bines, which ct·eated a tt·emendous amount of dust. See the Declaration of Monte Guymon, 

6 attached as Exhibit C to the Pearce Dec!., at ~ 6-l 0. The process of sweeping up the area, which 

7 welders such as Doyle Hoffman would have participated in, also created a tremendous amount of 

8 dust./d. at~ 11-12. By the end of a work shift, a welder's clothing would have been covered in 

9 asbestos dust. ld.at ~ 23. Plaintiff Larry Hoffman testified at his deposition that his father would 

10 arrive home at the end of the day in the clothes he had worn to work, and would play with Mr. 

11 Hoffman and his brother, and sit on the couch, while still dressed in his work clothing. See the 

12 Perpetuation Deposition of Larry Hoffman, attached as Exhibit B to the Pearce Decl., p. 21:2-

13 12. Mt·. Hoffman also remembers that his father drove the family car to and from work each day; 

14 the same car which was used by the family on weekends. See the Perpetuation Deposition of 

15 Larry Hoffman, attached as Exhibit B to the Pearce Dec!., p. 20:18-23. 

16 During the discovery phase of this case, Defendant Ketchikan has admitted that it was 

17 known in the 1950's about the hazards of asbestos. See Ketchikan Pulp Co.'s Answers To 

18 Interrogatories attached as Exhibit D to the Pearce Dec!. 

19 III.ARGUMENT 

20 A. ALASKA'S STATUTE OF REPOSE DOES NOT APPLY IN TI-llS CASE 

21 Alaska law, like Washington, generally applies the "discovery" rule to the statute of 

22 limitations as to toxic tort cases. Alaska case law has previously held that in toxic tort cases, 

23 such as where the plaintiff develops an asbestos-related disease, under the discovery rule the 
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statute of limitations will generally not start running until the plaintiffs disease manifests itself 

2 in an illness. ln such case, because the plaintiff initially does not have any symptoms of injury, 

3 and there is insufficient information to prompt an inquiry into his cause of action. See Sopko v. 

4 Dowell Schulmberger, 21 P.3d 1265. A narrow exception to the discovery rule applies in actions 

5 which are barred by the statute of repose. 

6 The Alaska Statue of Repose purpose according to Turner Constr. Co., Inc. v. Scates, 752 

7 P.2d 467, 471 (Alaska 1988), was "to encourage colts/ruction and avoid stale claims by 

8 shielding certain defendants from potential liability." This purpose of encouraging construction 

9 was reiterated by the Legislature in its findings in connection with the 1994 amendment to this 

10 statute. The Legislature found "this Act is in the public interest and in the interest of providing 

11 the due process rights to potential litigants in the at·ea of design and constmction of an 

12 improvemeltt to real properly . ... " 1994 AK. ALS 28, *1. 

13 Here, Plaintiffs are not alleging Mr. Hoffinan's injuries resulted from any imp1·ovement 

14 to real property. Plaintiffs' claims are based on his exposure to asbestos brought home on his 

15 father's clothing. Plaintiffs' contend that Ketchikan Pulp as an employer of Plaintiffs' father, 

16 Doyle Hoffman, was negligent when they exposed the senior Mr. Hoffman to asbestos, and 

17 caused him to bring home the asbestos fibers on his clothing and person causing plaintiff Larry 

18 Hoffman to be exposed to a substantial amount of asbestos at an early age. 

19 The cases cited by Defendant in its moving papers do not stand for the proposition that 

20 this case should be precluded by Alaska's statute of repose. Instead, the cases are easily 

21 distinguishable from this situation. 

22 First in Evans ex rei. Kutch v. Slate, 56 P Jd I 046, 1065 (2002), the Alaskan Supreme 

23 Court does not address whether the statute of repose would apply in this context, or any context. 
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Rather, in Evans, the Alaskan Supreme court mainly upholds the constitutionally validity of 

2 Alaska having a statute of repose. In this matte1·, Plaintiffs do not contest the constitutionality of 

3 having a statute or repose, rather, they contend that it does not apply in employer/employee 

4 situations, or in contexts where the issue is not the improvement of real property. 

5 The second case that defendant relies upon is Gilcrease v. Tesoro Petroleum Corp. 70 

6 S. W. 3d 265 (2001 ). With regards to Gilcrease, first, it's important to point out that the case is 

7 not controlling. The case is the decision by the Fourth Dist. Court of Appeals in Texas, applying 

8 Alaskan law. The case, at best, can only be relied upon as secondary authority. However, even 

9 assuming if the Court were to consider the Gilcrease decision, the case is easily distinguishable 

10 from the facts and circumstances in this case. 

II In Gilcrease, the decedent who has been exposed to asbestos to asbestos in Alaska passed 

12 away from complications related to mesothelioma. The Gilcrease's hei1'S braught a suit in Texas 

13 alleging exposure to asbestos in a variety of locations including in A Iaska. The plaintiffs brought 

14 suit against a variety of companies including Tesoro, where the decedent had worked as a 

15 pipefitter at their facility in Kenai, Alaska, on two diffe1·ent occasions during 1976 and 1980. Id. 

16 at 267. Because of the Worke1·'s Compensation block, while not explicitly stated in the opinion, 

17 it is reasonably assumed that Mr. Gilcrease had been working at the Tesoro refineries as an 

18 employee of another contractor. In addition, because of the work occurring at the location at two 

19 different times, years apart, it should be assumed that Mr. Gilcrease had been brought in to 

20 perform specific work at the plant or on its premises most likely for some sort of improvement 

2 I on the property. 

22 The Gilcrease decision does nnt address the situation we have here wherein a plaintiff 

23 has brought a c !aim of negligence for a defendant's conduct towards an employee, wherein it 
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caused him to be exposed to a toxic substance which he ultimately brings home on his clothing. 

Furthermore, the Gilcrease decision is silent on whether it addresses a situation wherein the 

premises owner is alleged to have caused exposure to individuals not fl·om the improvement to 

real property, but rather from the premises' negligence in operating the plant. 

Dated this 201
h day of March, 2015. 

LEVIN SIMES LLP 
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LARRY HOFFMAN and JUDITH 
HOFFMAN, husband and wife, 

Plaintiffs, 

v. 

12 ALASKAN COPPER COMPANIES, INC. 
d/b/a Alaska Copper and Brass; 

!3 ALASKA PULP CORPORATION; 
ARMSTRONG JNTERNATIONAL, INC.; 

14 ASBESTOS CORPORATION LIMITED; 
A W CHESTERTON COMPANY; 

15 CERTAINTEED CORPORATION; 
CHICAGO BRIDGE AND IRON 

16 COMPANY; 
CLEAVER BROOKS, INC.; 

17 CRANESUPPLY; 
EXPERT DRYWALL, INC.; 

18 FAMILJAN NORTHWEST, INC., 
individually and as successor-in-interest and 

19 parent and alter ego to Alaska Pipe & Supply; 
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY; 

20 GEORGIA-PACIFIC LLC; 
KAISER GYPSUM COMPANY, INC; 

21 KETCHIKAN PULP COMPANY; 
OAKFABCO, INC., individually and as 

22 successor-in-interest to and/or f/lda and/or 
fldlb/a Kewanee Boiler Corporation; 

23 0.11 HOLDINGS CORPORATION fllda Oji 
_J'[]pcr Co,, Ltd., individually and as 
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successor-in-interest and parent and alter ego 
to Alaska Pulp Corporation and Alaska Pulp 

2 Corporation, Ltd; 
PACIFIC PLUMBING SUPPLY LLC; 

3 SABERHAGEN HOLDINGS, INC.; 
THANE U.S., INC., f/k/a American Standard, 

4 Inc. individually and as successor-in-Interest 
to Kewanee Boiler Corporation; 

5 UNION CARBIDE CORPORATION; 
WHITNEY HOLDING CORP.; 
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Defendants. 

l. PARTIES 

Plaintiffs LARRY HOFFMAN and JUDITH HOFFMAN are a married couple who 

reside in Vancouver, Washington. 

Defundants and/or their predecessors-in-interest are corporations who, at all times 

relevant herein, manufactured, sold, and/or distributed asbestos-containing pmducts or products 

that were \!Sed in conjunction with asbestos, and/or owned, operated, and/or controlled premises 

where Plaintiff was exposed to asbestos. 

Defendant Oji Holdings, Inc. is being sued as the successor-in-interest to Alaska Pulp 

Corp. and Alaska Pulp Corp. Ltd. To that extent, Plaintiffs' complaint alleges negligence and 

products liability against Oji Holdings for their negligent maintenance, supervision, and 

ownership of the Alaska Pnlp Corp. Mill. 

II. JURISDICTION 

This Court has jurisdiction over this cause under RCW 4.12.025 because, at all times 

relevant herein, defendants transacted business and/or may be served with process in Pierce 

County, Washington. Defendants Kaiser Gypsum Company, Inc. and Saberhagen Holdings, Inc. 

are Washington corporations. 
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III, FACTS 

2 PlaintiffLARRY HOFFMAN (DOB: November 26, 1947; SSN: XXX-XX-3137) was 

3 exposed to asbestos and asbestos-containing products which had been mined, manufactured, 

4 produced, and/or placed into the stream of commerce by the defendants and/ot· was exposed to 

5 asbestos through the use of products manufactured by defendants or products that were used in 

6 conjunction with asbestos. As a direct and proximate result of this exposll!'e, plaintiff LARRY 

7 HOFFMAN developed mesothelioma. Plaintiffs provide the following information: 

8 

9 

10 

ll 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

IS 

19 

20 

21 

22 

?' 
~-' 

A. Specific Disease: Mesothelioma 

B. Date of Diagnosis: December 19, 2013 

C. Military: 1966-1968, 61
h Army Intelligence Unit 

D. Occupation: Laborer; pipefitter 

E. Places of Exposure: Various places in Alaska 

F. Dates of Exposure: Approximately 1947-1980 

G. Current Address: 8621 NE 30'h Street 
Vancouver, WA 98662 

IV. LIABILITY 

Plaintiffs claim liability based upon the theories of product liability (RCW 7.72 et seq,); 

negligence; conspiracy; strict product liability under Section 402A and 402B of the Restatement 

of Torts; premises liability; breach of warranty; (RCW 62A); and any other applicable theory of 

liability. The liability-creating conduct of defendants consist~d, inter alia, of negligent and 

unsafe design; failure to inspect, test, warn, instmct, monitor, and/or recall; failure to substitute 

safe products; marketing or installing unreasonably dangerous or extra-hazardous and/or 

defective products; tnarketing or installing products not reasonably safe as designed; marketing 
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or installing products not reasonably safe for lack of adequate warning and marketing or 

2 installing products with misrepresentations of product safety. 

3 Plaintiffs expressly disclaim and are not seeking relief for any and all claims for injury 

4 against any defendant whose conduct, whether by omission or commission, was engaged in at 

5 the behest of the United States or any agency or person acting under him or under color of such 

6 office to the extent such a claim would implicate federal court jurisdiction under the federal 

7 officer removal statute, 28 U.S.C. § l442(a)(l), predicated on the government contractm·'s 

g defense articulated in Boyle v. United Technologies Corp., 487 U.S. 500 (1988). Most 

9 specit1cally with respect to Plaintiffs' state tort law failure-to-warn claims, Plaintiffs allege that 

10 no U.S. agency, officer, or person prohibited or forbid any defendant in this case from issuing 

11 and placing warnings on or with its products. Such a showing is mandatory for any defendant to 

12 meet the Boyle test. All such claims that legitimately implicate such a defense, in the unlikely 

13 event that they exist and are fact1tally supported, are not asserted and are hereby expressly and 

14 preemptively disclaimed. PlaintHTs put any defendant who may nonetheless assert such a 

IS defense as a basis for federal jurisdiction over this case that Plaintiffs seek no recovery for 

16 injuries sustained as a result of conduct that meets the three-prong Boyle test and constitutes 

17 actions of a federal officer sufficient to trigger jurisdiction under 28 U.S.C. § 1442(a)(l ). 

18 Plaintiff specifically advises all defendants of its position that such express, clear, and 

19 unequivocal disclaiming of claims implicating the substantive Boyle defense, as well as any other 

20 claims that legitimately implicate 28 U.S.C. § 1442(a)(l), render any potential future removal of 

21 this case to federal court on one of these clearly-disclaimed bases objectively unreasonable under 

22 Martin v. Franklin Capital Corp., 546 U.S. 132 (2005). 

23 
Ill 
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V. DAMAGES 

2 As a proximate result of defendants' negligence and/or product liability, plaintiff LARRY 

3 HOFFMAN sustained pain, suffering, and disability in an amount not now known, but which 

4 will be proven at trial. Plaintiff JUDITH HOFFMAN has sustai!1ed loss of spousal relationship 

5 as a resull of LARRY HOFFMAN's illness, including a loss of emotional support, love, 

6 affection, care, services, companionship, and assistance in an amount to be proven at trial. 

7 Plaintiff LARRY HOFFMAN also sustained medical expenses, economic losses in an amount to 

8 be proven at trial. Plaintiff LARRY HOFFMAN's children have sustained loss of parental-child 

9 relationship as a result of LARRY HOFFMAN's illness. 

10 WHEREFORE, plaintiffs pray for judgment agait1st the defendants and each of them as 

11 follows: 

12 I. For general and special damages specified above, including pain, suffering, loss 

13 of parental-child relationship, and disability; 

14 2. For medical and related expenses economic loss, all of which will be proven at 

15 the time of trial; 

16 3. Past and future loss of care, maintenance, services, support, advice, counsel, and 

17 consortium which Plaintiff JUDITH HOFFMAN would have received from Plaintiff LARRY 

18 HOFFMAN before his illness and disability caused by his exposure to asbestos; 

19 4. For plaintiffs' costs and disbursements herein; 

20 5. For prejudgment interest in the amoutlt to be proven at trial; and 

21 6. For such other relief as the Court deems just. 

22 

23 Ill 
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DATED this 16111 day of December, 20 14 

By 

WEINSTEIN COUTURE PLLC 

: enjamin R. Couture, WSBA # 39304 
Brian D. Weinstein, WSBA # 24497 
Marissa C. Langhoff, WSBA # 48323 
818 Stewart Street, Suite 930 
Seattle, Washington 98 !01 
Telephone: (206) 508-7070 
Facsimile: (206) 237-8650 
Counsel for Plaintiffs 

LEVIN SIMES LLP 
William A. Levin, CA Bar No. 98592 
Timothy F. Pearce, CA Bar No. 215223 
Admitted Pro Hac Vice 
353 Sacramento Street, Suite 2000 
San Francisco, CA 94111 
Telephone: (415) 426-3000 
Facsimile: (415) 426-3001 
Counsel for Plaintiffs 
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2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

THE HONORABLE K. A. Van DOORNlNCK 
Hearing Date; March 24, 2015 

SUPERIOR COURT OF WASHINGTON FOR PIERCE COUNTY 

8 LARRY HOFFMAN and JUDITH HOFFMAN, NO. I 4-2-07178-2 
husband and wife, 

9 

10 

II 

12 

13 

14 

Plaintiffs, 

Y. 

ALASKAN COPPER COMPANIES, INC.; et 
al., 

Defendants. 

PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO AMEND 
COMPLAINT 

15 I. RELIEFREQUESTED 

16 Plaintiffs seek leave to amend their complaint pursuant to CR 15(a) to add a claim for 

17 punitive damages as allowed undet· Alaska Statute§ 09.17.020. 

18 ll. RELEVANT FACTUAL BACKGROUND 

19 On March 24, 2014, Plaintiffs' filed a Complaint in Washington Superior Court alleging 

20 product liability claims. Washington law disallows claims for punitive damages. In their 

21 complaint Plaintiffs' did not include a prayer for punitive damages. On February 26, 2015 

22 Defendant Ketchikan Pulp Company filed a Motion to Apply Alaska law. On March 13, 2015, 

23 the Court ruled Alaska law would apply to this case. Under Alaska law Plaintiffs are entitled to 

PLAINTIFFS' MOHON TO AMEND COMPLAINT- I WEINST~IN COUTUi~E l'LLC 
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16 
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plead a prayer for relief of punitive damages in personal injury cases. 

HI. QUESTION PRESENTED 

Should Plaintiffs be granted leave to amend their complaint to add a punitive damages 

claim pursuant to Alaska Statute§ 09.17.020? 

IV. ARGUMENT 

Civil Rule 15(a) provides that leave to amend "shall be freely given when justice so 

requires." See Olsen v. Roberts & Schaeffer Co., 25 Wn. App. 225, 227 (1980). Amendments 

should be fh:ely granted unless the opposing party would be prejudiced. !d. Thus, the touchstone 

inquiry in adjudicating a motion to amend is prejudice to the opposing party.Id.; see also Del 

Guzzi Construction Co. v. Global Northwest, Ltd, I 05 Wn.2d 878, 888 (1986). Here, no 

prejudice would result to Def~dants fmm Plaintiffs amending their complaint to add a claim for 

punitive damages. Both General Electric Company and Ketchikan Pulp Company argued Alaska 

law should apply in this case. Further, in Plaintiffs' response to Defendant Ketchikan Pulp 

Company's motion to apply Alaska law, which was served on all active defendants in this case, 

Plaintiffs informed all defendants that they would be requesting leave to amend their complaint if 

Alaska law applied in this case. All defendants have been put on timely notice regarding the 

possibility that Plaintiffs' would amend their complaint to include a ptmitive damages claim. All 

defendants will be served with the proposed amendment to the complaint before trial starts. 

Unlike Washington, Alaska law allows punitive damages claims. Alaska Statute 

§09.17.020 states the following: 

(a) In an action in which a claim of punitive damages is presented to the fact finder, the 
fact finder shall determine, concurrently with all other issues presented, whether 
punitive damages shall be allowed by using the standards set out in (b) of this section. 
If punitive damages are allowed, a separate proceeding unde1' (c) of this section shall 
be conducted before the same fact finder to determine the amount of punitive 
damages to be awarded. 
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Given that the Court recently ruled Alaska law is to apply, Plaintiffs are now entitled to 

plead a prayer for relief of punitive damages. 

Lastly, Plaintiffs' would be prejudiced if they are not granted leave to amend their 

complaint. Plaintiffs' were unable to originally include a punitive damages claim when they filed 

their complaint in Washington, a state that disallows punitive damages. ff Plaintiffs knew Alaska 

law was going to apply in this case they would have added a punitive damages claim in their 

complaint. Therefore, now that Alaska law is applying Plaintiffs' should be allowed to bring all 

applicable claims under the governing law in order to be given a fair trial. A [Proposed] 

Amended Complaint for Personal Injuries is attached as Exhibit A. (See Timothy F. Pearce 

Declaration Proposed Amended Complaint, attached as Exhibit A.) 

CONCLUSION 

For the foregoing reasons, Plaintiffs' request for leave to amend the complaint should be 

granted. 

Dated this 18th day of March, 2015, 

LEVIN SIMES LLP 

Is/ Timothy F. Pearce 
William A. Levin, CA Bar No. 98592 
Timothy F. Pearce, CA Bar No. 215223 
Admitted Pro Hac Vice 
Counsel for Plaintiffs 

WEINSTEIN COUTURE PLLC 
Benjamin R. Couture, WSBA #39304 
Bl'ian D. Weinstein, WSBA #24497 
Marissa C. Langhoff, WSBA #48323 
Alexandra B. Caggiano, WSBA #47862 
Counsel for Plaintiffs 
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THE HONORABLE K. A. Van DOORNINCK 
Hearing Date: March 24, 2015 

SUPERIOR COURT OF WASHINGTON FOR PIERCE COUNTY 
8 

LARRY HOFFMAN and JUDITH HOFFMAN, NO. 14-2-07178-2 
9 husband and wife, 

10 Plaintiffs, 

11 v. 

12 ALASKAN COPPER COMPANIES, INC.; et 
al., 

13 
Defendants. 

14 

DECLARATION OF TIMOTHY 
PEARCE IN SUPPORT OF 
PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO AMEND 
COMPLAINT 

15 I, Timothy F. Pearce, declare and state the following: 

16 1. I am one of the attorneys for Plaintiffs in this lawsuit and have personal knowledge of the 

I 7 matters set forth herein. 

18 2. Attached hereto as Exhibit A is a true and correct copy of Plaintiffs' Proposed Amended 

19 Complaint. 

20 

21 Ill 

22 

23 Ill 

DECLARATION OF TIMOTHY 1'. I'EARCE IN SUPPORT OF 
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I declare under penalty of peljury under the laws of the State of Washington that the 

2 above is true and correct. 

3 

4 DATED this 181h day of March, 2015. 
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6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

II 

12 

13 

14 

15 
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17 

18 
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23 

LEVIN SIMES LLP 

Is/ Timolhv F: Pearce 
William A. Levin, CA Bar No. 98592 
Timothy F. Pearce, CA Bar No. 215223 
Admilled Pro Hac Vice 
Counsel for Plaintiffs 

WEINSTEIN COUTURE PLLC 
Benjamin R. Couture, WSBA #39304 
Brian D. Weinstein, WSBA #24497 
Marissa C. Langhoff, WSBA #48323 
Alexand1·a B. Caggiano, WSBA #47862 
Counsel for Plaintiffs 
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THE HONORABLE K. A. Van DOORNINCK 
Trial Date: March 24, 20 15 

SUPERIOR COURT OF WASHINGTON FOR PIERCE COUNTY 

LARRY HOFFMAN and JUDITH HOFFMAN, NO. 14-2-07178-2 
8 husband and wife, 

9 

10 

II 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

Plaintiffs, 

v. 

ALASKAN COPPER COMPANIES, INC. 
d/b/a Alaska Copper and Brass; 

ALASKA PULP CORPORATION; 
ARMSTRONG INTERNATIONAL, INC.; 
ASBESTOS CORPORATION LIMITED; 
AW CHESTERTON COMPANY; 
CERTAJNTEED CORPORATION; 
CHICAGO BRIDGE AND IRON 

COMPANY; 
CLEAVER BROOKS, INC.; 
CRANE SUPPLY; 
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY; 
GEORGIA-PACIFIC LLC; 
KETCHIKAN PULP COMPANY; 
OAKFABCO, INC., individually and as 

successor-in-interest to and/or f/kla and/or 
f/d/b/a Kewanee Boiler Corporation; 

SABERHAGEN HOLDINGS, INC.; 
TRANE U.S., INC., f/kla American Standard, 

Inc. individually and as successor-in-inte.·est 
to Kewanee Boiler Corporation; 

UNION CARBIDE CORPORATION; 

Defendants. 

PLA!NTII'FS' MOTION TO AMEND COMPLAINT- 1 

PLAINTIFFS' THJRD AMENDED 
COMPLAINT FOR PERSONAL 
INJURIES 

And Prayer for PUNITIVE DAMAGES 

WEINSTEIN COUTURE PLLC 
8.18 STE\VARTSTIU:I:'r, SUirE '130 
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I. PARTIES 

2 
Plaintiffs LARRY HOFFMAN and JUDITH HOFFMAN are a married couple who reside in 

3 
Vancouver, Washington, 

4 
Defendants and/or their predecessors-in-interest are corporations who, at all times relevant 

5 
herein, manufactured, sold, and/or distributed asbestos-containing products or products that were 

6 
used in conjunction with asbestos, and/or owned, operated, and/or controlled premises where 

7 
Plaintiff was exposed to asbestos. 

II. JURISDICTION 
8 This Court has jurisdiction over this cause under RCW 4.12.025 because, at all times relevant 

9 herein, defendants transacted business and/ot· may be served with process in Pierce County, 

I 0 Washington. Defendants Kaiser Gypsum Company, Inc. and Saberhagen Holdings, Inc. are 

11 Washington corporations. 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

III. FACTS 

Plaintiff LARRY HOFFMAN (DOB: Novembet· 26, 1947; SSN: XXX-XX-3137) was 

exposed to asbestos and asbestos-containing products which had been mined, manufactured, 

produced, and/or placed into the stream of commerce by the defendants and/or was exposed to 

asbestos through the use of products manufactured by (lefendants or pi'Oducts that were used in 

conjunction with asbestos. As a direct a11d proximate result of this exposure, plaintiff LARRY 

HOFFMAN developed mesothelioma. Plaintiffs provide the following information: 

A. Specific Disease: Mesothelioma 

B. Date of Diagnosis: December 19, 2013 

c. Military: 1966-1968, 61hAI'my Intelligence Unit 

D. Occupation: Laborer; pipefitter 
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E. Places of Exposure: Various places in Alaska' 

F. 

G. 

Dates of Exposure: Approximately 1947-1980 

Current Address: 8621 NE 30th Street 
Vancouver, WA 98662 

IV. LIABILITY 
Plaintiffs claim liability based upon the theories of product liability (RCW 7.72 et seq.); 

negligence; conspiracy; strict pt·oduct liability under Section 402A and 4028 of the Restatement 

of Torts; premises liability; breach of warranty; (RCW 62A); and any other applicable theory of 

liability, the liability-creating conduct of defendants consisted, inter alia, of negligent and unsafe 

design; failure to inspect, test, warn, instruct, monitor, and/or recall; failure to substitute safe 

products; marketing or installing unreasonably dangerous or extra-hazardous and/or defective 

products; marketing or installing products not reasonably safe as designed; marketing or 

installing products not reasonably safe for lack ofadeguate warning and marketing or installing 

products with misrepresentations of product safety. Plaintiffs expressly disclaim and are not 

seeking relief for any and all claims for injury against any defendant whose conduct, whether by 

omission m· commission, was engaged in at the behest of the United States or any agency or 

person acting under him or under color of such officer to the extent such a claim would implicate 

federal court jurisdiction under the fede1·al officer removal statute, 28 U.S.C. § 1442(a)(l), 

predicated on the government contractor's defense articulated in Boyle v. United Technologies 

Corp., 487 U,S. 500 (1988). Most specifically with respect to Plaintiffs' state tort law failure-to-

warn claims, Plaintiffs allege that no U.S. agency, officer, or person prohibited or forbid any 

defendant in this case from issuing and placing warnings on or with its products. Such a showing 

is mandatory for any defendant to meet the Boyle test. All such claims that legitimately implicate 

such a defense, in the unlikely event that they exist and are factually supported, Me not asserted 
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and are hereby expressly and preemptively disclaimed. Plaintiffs put any defendant who may 

nonetheless asse1·t such a defense as a basis for federal jurisdiction over this case that Plaintiffs 

seek no recovery for injuries sustained as a res\llt of conduct that meets the three-prong Boyle 

test and constitutes actions of a federal officer sufficient to trigger jurisdiction under 28 U.S .C. 

§ 1442(a)(l). Plaintiff specifically advises all defendants of its position that such express, clear, 

and unequivocal disclaiming of claims implicating the substantive Boyle defense, as well as any 

other claims that legitimately implicate 28 U.S.C. § 1442(a)(l ), render any potential fi1ture 

removal of this case to federal court on one of these clearly-disclaimed bases objectively 

um·easonable under Martin v. Franklin Capital Corp., 546 U.S. 132 (2005). 

V. DAMAGES 
As a proximate result of defendants' negligence and/or pmduct liability, plaintiff LARRY 

HOFFMAN sustained pain, suffering, and disability in an amount not now known, but which 

will be proven at trial. Plaintiff JUDITH HOFFMAN has sustained loss of spousal relationship 

as a result of LARRY HOFFMAN's illness, including a loss of emotional support, love, 

affection, care, services, companionship, and assislance in an amount to be proven at trial. 

Plaintiff LARRY HOFFMAN also sustained medical expenses, economic losses in an amount to 

be proven at trial. Plaintiff LARRY HOFFMAN's children have sustained loss of parental-child 

relationship as a result of LARRY HOFFMAN's illness, 

WHEREFORE, plaintiffs pray lor judgment against the defendants and each of them as 

follows: 

I. For general and special damages specified above, including pain, suffering, loss of 

parental-child relationship, and disability; 
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2. For medical and related expenses economic loss, all of which will be proven at the time 

2 oftrial; 

3 3. Past and future loss of care, maintenance, services, supp01t, advice, counsel, and 

4 consortium which Plaintiff JUDITH HOFFMAN would have received from Plaintiff 

5 LARRY HOFFMAN before his illness and disability caused by his exposure to asbestos; 

6 4. For plaintiffs' costs and disbursements herein; 

7 5. For prejudgment interest in the amount to be proven at trial; 

8 6. For punitive damages according to proof; and 

9 7. For such other relief as the Court deems just. 

10 

II 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

Dated this 18th day of March, 2015. 

LEVIN SIMES LLP 

lsi Timothy F. Pearce 
William A. Levin, CA Bar No. 98592 
Timothy F. Pearce, CA Bar No. 215223 
Admitted Pro Hac Vice 
Counsel for Plaintiffs 

WEINSTEIN COUTURE PLLC 
Benjamin R. Couture, WSBA #39304 
Brian D. Weinstein, WSBA #24497 
Marissa C. Langhoff, WSBA #48323 
Alexandra B. Caggiano, WSBA #47862 
Counsel for Plaintiffs 
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THE HONORABLE K. A. Van DOORNINCK 
Trial Date: March 24, 2015 

7 SUPERIOR COURT OF WASHINGTON FOR PIERCE COUNTY 

8 LARRY HOFFMAN and JUDITH HOFFMAN, NO. 14-2-07178-2 
husband and wife, 

9 

10 
Plaintiffs, 

v. 
II 

ALASKAN COPPER COMPANIES, INC.; et 
12 al., 

13 Defendants. 

14 

[PROPOSED) ORDER GRANTING 
PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR LEAVE 
TO AMEND COMPLAINT 

15 THIS MATTER comes before the Court on Plaintiffs' Motion to Amend Complaint 

16 pursuant to CR 15(a). In adjudicating this Motion, the Court has considered the following 

17 pleadings submitted by the parties: 

I 8 I. Plaintiffs' Motion to Amend Complaint 

19 2. [Proposed) Third Amended Complaint for Personal Injuries; 

20 3. Declaration ofTimothy F. Pearce in Support of Motion to Amend Complaint; 

21 4. ; and ----------------------------------
22 5. ------~--------------------------------------------;and 

23 6. 
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The Court finds that Plaintiffs' are entitled to amend the complaint pursuant to CR IS(a). 

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that Plaintiffs' Motion to Amend Complaint is 

GRANTED. 

DONE IN OPEN COURT this ~---day of March, 2015. 

Presented By: 

LEVIN SIMES LLP 

Is/ Timothy F. Pearce 
William A. Levin, CA Bar No. 9B592 
Timothy F. Pearce, CA BarNo. 215223 
Admitted Pro Hac Vice 
Counsel for Plaintiffs 

WEINSTEIN COUTURE PLLC 
Benjamin R. Couture, WSBA #39304 
Brian D. Weinstein, WSBA #24497 
Marissa C. Langhoff, WSBA #48323 
Alexandra B. Caggiano, WSBA #47862 
Counsel for Plaintiffs 
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I 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 LARRY HOFFMAN and JUDITH HOFFMAN, 
as husband and wife, DECLARATION OF MALIIZA I. 

JOHNSON IN SUPPORT OF 
DEFENDANT KETCHIKAN PULP 
COMPANY'S PETITION FOR 
DISCRETIONARY REVIEW 

7 

8 

9 
v. 

Plaintiff, 

ALASKAN COPPER COMPANIES, INC., et 
I 0 a!., 

II Defendants. 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

I, Malilca I. Johnson, am an attorney with Williams Kastner & Gibbs, PLLC, and one of 

the counsel of record for defendant Ketchikan Pulp Company in the above captioned matter. I 

make this declaration based on personal knowledge and am competent to testify to the matters 

contained therein. 

I. David A. Shaw and I are counsel of record for Ketchikan Pulp Company. 

2. We are both designated recipients with Division II of the Court of Appeals for 

the Hoffman matter. 

3. We are also the attorneys who have signed all of the pleadings on behalf of 

Ketchikan Pulp Company filed with Division II of the Court of Appeals and the Pierce County 

Superior Court. 

4. Neither Mr. Shaw nor I received a copy of the Order Denying Ketchikan Pulp 

Company's Motion for Reconsideration in the Hoffman matter which was apparently filed in 

Division II of the Court of Appeals on September I, 2016 at 3 :09 p.m. 

DECLARATION OF MALIKA I. JOHNSON IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT KETCI-IIKAN PULP 

COMPANY'S PETITION FOR DISCRETIONARY REVIEW· I 

5879969.1 

Williams, Kastner & Gibbs l'LLC 
601 Union Street, Suite 4100 
Seatlle, Washington 98101~2380 
(206) 628-6600 



1 5. On October 13, 2016, I called Division II to check on the status of the motion 

2 and was informed the Order Denying had been filed. 

3 6. I inquired why we had not received a copy and was told that the Order was sent 

4 to David Chawes via email. David Chawes is an attorney at Preg, O'Donnel & Gillett and does 

5 not represent Ketchikan Pulp Company in this matter. 

6 7. Debbie Marks, who works at Division II, emailed me a copy of the Order on 

7 October 13, 2016. 

8 8. October 13, 2016 was the first time counsel for Ketchikan Pulp Company was 

9 provided notice of the Order Denying Reconsideration issued by Division II of the Court of 

10 Appeals. 

11 The foregoing statement is made under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of 

12 Washington and is true and correct. 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

Signed at Seattle, Washington, this 24th day o:f\f,;lefl:I'Q·er, 2016. 

I 
Malika . ohnson, WSBA #39608 
WILLIAMS, KASTNER & GIBBS PLLC 
601 Union Street, Suite 4100 
Seattle, WA 98101-2380 
Tel: (206) 628-6600 Fax: (206) 628-6611 
Email: wkgasbestos@williamskastner.com 
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Johnson, Malika 
Order Larry Hoffman v General Electric Company.pdf 
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IN THE COURT OF APPEALS OF THE STATE OF WASHINGTON 

DIVISION II 

LARRY HOFFMAN and JUDITH 
HOFFMAN, husband and wife, 

Appellants, 

V. 

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY; 
KETCHIKAN PULP COMPANY, 

Respondents, 

ALASKAN COPPER COMPANIES, INC. 
d/b/a Alaska Copper and Brass; ALASKA 
PULP CORPORATION; ARMSTRONG 
INTERNATIONAL; INC.; ASBESTOS 
CORPORATION LIMITED; A W 
CHESTERTON COMPANY; 
CERTAINTEED CORPORATION; 
CHICAGO BRIDGE AND IRON 
COMPANY; CLEANER BROOKS, INC.; 
CRANE SUPPLY; EXPERT DRYWALL, 
INC.; FAMILIAN NORTHWEST, INC., 
individually and as successor-in-interest and 
parent and alter ego to Alaska Pipe & Supply; 
GEORGIA-PACIFIC LLC; KAISER 
GYPSUM COMPANY, INC.; OAKFABCO, 
INC., individually and as successor-in-interest 
to and/or ti'k/a and/or f/d/b/a Kewanee Boiler 
Corporation; OJ! HOLDINGS 
CORPORATION f/k/a Oji Paper Co., Ltd., 
individually and as successor-in-interest and 
parent and alter ego to Alaska Pulp 

No. 47439-5-11 

ORDER DENYING MOTION TO 
RECONSIDER 



No. 47439-5-II 

Corporation and Alaska Pulp Corporation, 
Ltd.; PACIFIC PLUMBING SUPPLY LLC; 
SABERHAGEN HOLDINGS, INC.; TRANE 
U.S., INC. f/k/a American Standard, Inc., 
individually and as successor-in-interest to 
Kewanee Boiler Corporation; UNION 
CARBIDE CORPORATION; WHITNEY 
HOLDING CORP., 

Defendants. 

-~~,~-- -~----

The respondent Ketchikan Pulp Company has filed a motion for reconsideration of the 

unpublished opinion filed August 9, 2016. For the first time, the respondent asks us to apply the 

summary judgment standard whereas both respondents argued and applied the CR 12(b)(6) 

standard in their direct appeal briefs. Therefore, it is hereby 

ORDERED, that the motion for reconsideration is denied. 

FOR THE COURT 

PANEL: Jj. Joh~rn, Me~:·~;:L n 
1 DATED this~~- day of -~F"'f'"'-'"'__:__:--"-'--"-"''----' 2016. 
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